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Abstract
Millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrum above 30 GHz offers us an opportunity to pursue
high-data-rate transmission using a channel bandwidth up to several gigahertz. To provide
reliable link quality in mmWave frequency bands, hybrid analog-digital beamforming plays
a crucial role in overcoming severe path loss and, meanwhile, satisfies the demand for low-
power-consumption radio frequency (RF) devices.
Implementing hybrid beamforming based on available channel state information (CSI)
is a common solution in the hybrid beamforming literature. However, many reference
methods underestimate the computational complexity of channel estimation for large
antenna arrays or subsequent steps, such as the singular value decomposition of a channel
matrix. To this end, we present a low-complexity scheme that exploits implicit channel
knowledge to facilitate the design of hybrid beamforming for frequency-selective fading
channels.
We start from the study of channel estimation using the orthogonal matching pursuit
(OMP) algorithm and realize that the problems of channel estimation and analog beam
selection are equivalent if the candidates for analog beamforming vectors in the codebooks
are mutually orthogonal. This implies that when orthogonal codebooks are employed, the
observations used in channel estimation for large antenna arrays can be used to imple-
ment hybrid beamforming directly. The above-mentioned observations can be regarded as
implicit CSI; they are coupling coefficients of all possible pairs of analog beamforming
vectors on both sides of the channel.
The idea of using implicit CSI to implement hybrid beamforming is further extended
to the cases of non-orthogonal codebooks. Instead of calculating the mutual information
between the transmitter and receiver, we focus on small-size coupling matrices between
beam patterns selected by using appropriate key parameters as performance indicators.
Therefore, the proposed hybrid beamforming method becomes much simpler: it amounts
to collecting different sets of large-power coupling coefficients to construct multiple alter-
natives to an effective channel matrix. Then, the set yielding the largest Frobenius norm
(or the largest absolute value of the determinant) of the effective channel provides the
solution to the hybrid beamforming problem.
The proposed hybrid beamforming approach clearly shows that the performance of
hybrid beamforming is dominated by the quality of the coupling coefficients. Considering
a fixed-length training sequence, we exploit mmWave channels’ sparsity shown in the
delay and angular domains to refine the quality of the coupling coefficients as well as to
improve the hybrid beamforming performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Millimeter wave (mmWave) transmission concerns the use of radio transmission in the
spectrum between 30 GHz and 300 GHz range (corresponding to the wavelengths from
10 mm to 1 mm) [RHDM14]. Availability of large chunks of spectrum in unlicensed
mmWave frequency bands satisfies the demand for high-data-rate wireless communica-
tions and therefore has generated interest from researchers. Due to mmWave channel
characteristics, beamforming plays an important role to support mmWave communica-
tions [RSM+13]. Unfortunately, hardware implementation issues limit the conventional
fully digital beamforming designs. As a result, a hybrid analog-digital beamforming archi-
tecture can be viewed as a possible solution [ZMK05, ARAS+14]. In this chapter, we first
introduce the background of the study. Then, the problem statements and contributions
of this work are summarized.
1.1 Background
In order to understand the possible range of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels where a
hybrid beamforming system may operate, we provide a link budget calculation in terms
of the distance between a transmitter and a receiver. In addition, the goal of hybrid
beamforming is to get close to channel capacity. Therefore, a review of multi-input multi-
output (MIMO) channel capacity is also given in this section.
1.1.1 mmWave Link Budget
When designing a complete end to end radio communication system, it is necessary to
calculate what is termed the link budget. The link budget enables factors such as the
required antenna gain and transmit power levels to be roughly determined. By assessing
the link budget, we can design the system which meets its requirements and performs
correctly without being over-designed at extra cost.
1
2 1 Introduction
A link budget describes how much power from the transmitter can be received by the
receiver through the medium (free space, antenna gains, path loss, etc.) [ZP98]:
PR = PT +GT +GR − PL (dBm), (1.1)
where PR (dBm) is the receive power, PT (dBm) is the transmit power, GT (dB) is the
transmit antenna gain, GR (dB) is the receive antenna gain, PL (dB) is the free space path
loss (FSPL). If we assume the transmit power PT = 10 dBm, using unity-gain antennas
GT = GR = 0 dB (see footnote
1), and the path loss values with respect to the distance
between the transmitter and receiver of d = 1, 10, 100 (in meter) given by 68, 88, 108 dB
[RHDM14], the receive power becomes
PR|d=1 m = 10 + 0 + 0− 68 = −58 (dBm), (1.2)
PR|d=10 m = 10 + 0 + 0− 88 = −78 (dBm), (1.3)
PR|d=100 m = 10 + 0 + 0− 108 = −98 (dBm). (1.4)
When we have an available mmWave bandwidth of B = 1 GHz, the noise floor PN in
dBm at the receiver front end at room temperature is calculated by [Rou08]
PN = −174 (dBm) + 10 log10(B Hz) +NF,
= −174 (dBm) + 10 log10(1 GHz) +NF,
(1.5)
where the noise floor in 1 Hz bandwidth is equal to −174 (dBm) and NF is the noise
figure, which is typically assumed to be 6 dB at mmWave frequencies [RHDM14]. These
values lead to a noise floor of PN = −78 dBm. According to the definition of SNR
(SNR = PR − PN), the SNR values with respect to d = 1, 10, 100 (m) turn out as
SNR|d=1 m = −58− (−78) = 20 (dB), (1.6)
SNR|d=10 m = −78− (−78) = 0 (dB), (1.7)
SNR|d=100 m = −98− (−78) = −20 (dB). (1.8)
In this thesis, the performance of the proposed beamforming approach is evaluated in an
SNR range of −20 dB to 20 dB (or even 30 dB).
1.1.2 MIMO Channel Capacity
Channel capacity is defined in information theory as an upper bound on information
that can be reliably transmitted over a communication channel [Sha49]. Let us consider
a simple case of a MIMO system with a deterministic channel H ∈ CNR×NT :
r = Hs+ n, (1.9)
1 An overview of on-chip antenna gains reported in the literature is given in [RMG11, Fig. 4].
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where r ∈ CNR×1 is the received signal vector, s ∈ CNT×1 is the transmitted signal vector
with the covariance matrix defined as Rs , E[ssH ], and the noise vector n ∈ CNR×1 is a
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) random vector
n ∼ CN (0NR×1, σ2nINR). (1.10)
To maximize the mutual information between s and r, we need that both s and r are
CSCG distributed random vectors [Mad08], i.e.,
s ∼ CN (0NT×1,Rs), (1.11)
r ∼ CN (0NR×1,HRsHH + σ2nINR), (1.12)
and the mutual information between s and r is defined by
I(s; r) = H(r)−H(n)
=
1
2
log2 det
(
INR +
1
σ2n
HRsH
H
)
(bit/symbol),
(1.13)
where H(r) and H(n) are the differential entropies of r and n respectively.
With a sampling rate FS = 2B (symbol/s), where B is the bandwidth in Hz, the
capacity of a deterministic MIMO channel is equal to the maximum mutual information
between s and r of a specified bandwidth, given by
C = FS · I(s; r)
= B log2 det
(
INR +
1
σ2n
HRsH
H
)
(bit/s).
(1.14)
When H is a random matrix (i.e., a MIMO fading channel), the ergodic capacity
of MIMO fading channels is equal to the statistical average of instantaneous mutual
information between s and r conditional on a channel state [GV97, Tel99]. Ergodic channel
capacity describes the average maximum information that can be reliably transmitted over
a channel subject to a given transmit power constraint and a noise variance; it can be
viewed as an upper bound on system throughput.
1.1.3 Outline of Hybrid Beamforming
To achieve the maximum system throughput at mmWave frequencies and, meanwhile, to
meet hardware constraints on radio frequency (RF) front ends, the study of hybrid analog-
digital beamforming has attracted much attention in recent years [ZMK05, RSM+13,
RHDM14, ARAS+14, RSP+14, HlIXR15]. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the hybrid beamforming
architectures on both sides of the channel include:
• Codebooks (F andW) which contain all candidates for analog beamforming vectors,
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Fig. 1.1. Hybrid beamforming architectures at the transmitter and receiver.
• Analog beamforming (ABF) matrices of size NT ×NRF and NR×NRF at the trans-
mitter and receiver respectively,
• Digital beamforming (DBF) matrices of size NRF × NS at the transmitter and re-
ceiver,
where NT and NR are respectively the number of antennas at the transmitter and receiver,
NRF is the number of radio frequency (RF) chains [HHN
+05], and NS is the number of
data streams. The hardware constraints on the RF front ends limit the number NRF of
RF chains being much less than the number of antennas, i.e., NRF ≪ min(NT , NR).
In hybrid beamforming systems, although both analog and digital beamforming ma-
trices use the same word beamforming, only the former has a specific geometrical meaning
in the sense of transmitting or receiving signals towards specific directions in the 3-D
space by using antenna arrays.2 In contrast, the digital beamforming matrix has rather
an algebraic meaning. That is to say, it is more like a coefficient matrix. According to
the functions of analog and digital beamforming, hybrid beamforming can be viewed as
first converting a MIMO channel matrix H ∈ CNR×NT (in the spatial domain) into an
effective channel HE ∈ CNRF×NRF (in the angular domain) by using analog beamforming
vectors, see Fig. 1.2. Then, one can further design the weights of the digital beamformers
to linearly combine the analog beamforming vectors based on some optimality criteria, for
example, to maximize the mutual information between the transmitter and receiver con-
ditional on HE [CRKF18b, CRKF18a]. More detailed introduction to the analog, digital,
and hybrid beamforming will be provided in Chapter 2.
2 The idea of analog beamforming is similar to a rake receiver. The former uses correlators to detect
multipath components with different angles of departure or arrival (AoDs/AoAs), while the latter uses
correlators to detect multipath components with different time of arrival (ToA).
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Fig. 1.2. The coupling of the analog beam pairs and channel H can be re-
garded as an effective channel HE.
1.2 Problem Statements
The goal of hybrid beamforming on both sides of a channel is to maximize system
throughput. In the problem, we have four unknown matrices (two analog and two dig-
ital beamforming matrices), and to deal with these four unknown matrices simultane-
ously is an intractable problem. To simplify the problem, one can assume that the chan-
nel state information (CSI) is available. Then, utilizing the singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) of the channel matrix, we can decouple the problem of hybrid beamforming
on both sides (i.e., finding the precoder and combiner) as two minimization problems
[AHAS+12, ARAS+14, AALH14, CKRF16, MRRGP+16]. In addition, one can also decou-
ple the transceiver by the assumption that either the transmitter or the receiver employs
fully digital beamforming to facilitate the problem-solving process [AH16, SY16b, SY16a].
For frequency-flat fading channels, a single channel estimation process suffices, while
more than one becomes necessary to handle multi-carrier modulation for frequency-
selective fading channels. Most previously proposed hybrid beamforming methods require
complete channel knowledge and ignore the overhead of channel estimation for large-scale
antenna arrays [CRKF16, GHDW16, XXX17, VAHP17].
1.3 Contributions of the Work
To effectively and efficiently implement hybrid beamforming at the transmitter and re-
ceiver, we analyze the problem and propose novel solutions, outlined as follows:
• In Chapter 2, the mmWave hybrid beamforming in MIMO orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) systems is introduced, including: (1) the technologies
and concepts of analog, digital, and hybrid analog-digital beamforming, (2) mmWave
6 1 Introduction
channel models, and (3) conventional hybrid beamforming algorithms based on ex-
plicit CSI.
• In Chapter 3, using the properties of orthogonal codebooks, we introduce how
to implement the hybrid beamforming based on the power of coupling coefficients
(which are termed implicit CSI in this thesis). The coupling coefficients are the
entries of the small-size effective channel HE (see Fig. 1.2), and this means that
what really matters to the hybrid beamforming is to find HE that leads to the
maximum system throughput. As a result, the estimation of H for large antenna
arrays can be omitted.
• In Chapter 4, we extend the work in Chapter 3 to a more general case that is not
limited to orthogonal codebooks. Realizing that the singular values of HE rather
than the power of the coupling coefficients dominate the performance of hybrid
beamforming, we reserve a few more promising candidates forHE. Then, the optimal
solution to the hybrid beamforming problem can be rapidly found by using the
key parameters of hybrid beamforming gain. Depending on the SNR value, either
the Frobenius norm of the effective channel (||HE||F ) or the absolute value of the
determinant of the effective channel (| det(HE)|) is the key parameter.
• In Chapter 5, we further improve the performance of hybrid beamforming by re-
fining the quality of the coupling coefficients, which more or less suffer from noise.
Exploiting the properties of channel impulse responses (CIRs) and circular convo-
lutions in the delay domain, we propose two approaches to enhance the quality of
coupling coefficients. It turns out that only the refined coupling coefficients associ-
ated with the estimated multipath delay indices are the significant observations for
hybrid beamforming implementation.
• In Chapter 6, we summarize the results presented in Chapters 2-5 and some related
works.
Chapter 2
System Model
Millimeter wave (mmWave) communications provide high-data-rate transmission taking
advantage of a large number of unlicensed frequency bands. Several standards for mmWave
personal or local area networks have been released, including IEEE 802.11ad (WiGig),
IEEE 802.15.3c (WPAN), Wireless HD, and so on [IEE12, IEE09, BSL+11]. For mmWave
cellular networks, 3GPP 5G new radio (NR) is still in the process of standardization
[3GP17c, 3GP17a, 3GP17b].
Compared with centimeter wave (cmWave) (or decimeter wave or sub-6 GHz) commu-
nications, mmWave propagation suffers from more severe environmental conditions, such
as path loss and a small number of scattering events [TNMR14, SR15, SMR17, 3GP17b].
In order to improve the data rates and quality of service, beamforming technology for
large antenna arrays seems to be a promising approach.
In this chapter, we will introduce hybrid analog-digital beamforming systems,
mmWave channels, and reference hybrid beamforming methods. They are outlined as
follows:
• At mmWave frequencies, analog beamforming via a passive phased array is taken
into account due to cost and power consumption concerns. With more than one
analog beamforming vector, linear combinations of multiple analog beamforming
vectors with weights of digital beamformers as coefficients provide more degrees of
freedom for beamforming designs. Such a beamforming architecture is called hybrid
analog-digital beamforming.
• One of the key differences between cmWave and mmWave channel characteristics
is in the angular domain. mmWave channels show sparsity in the angular. Using
one-to-one correspondence between angular-domain and spatial-frequency-domain
signals, we show how to derive a MIMO channel matrix (represented in the spatial
domain) from its sparse representation (in the angular or spatial-frequency domain).
• The goal of hybrid beamforming for MIMO-OFDM systems is to maximize the
system throughput across all subcarriers. Given the channel state information (CSI),
7
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Fig. 2.1. A plane wave signal s(t) arrives at an NR-element ULA with an
AoA φA.
the hybrid beamforming design is similar to a conventional fully digital beamforming
implementation using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix.
2.1 Basic Concepts and Mathematical Models of
Beamforming
Beamforming can be used at both the transmit and receive ends in order to achieve spa-
tial selectivity. Compared with omnidirectional antennas which radiate radio wave power
uniformly in all directions, beamforming provides directivity of an array [vVB88]. To bet-
ter understand it, basic mathematical descriptions of antenna array and beamforming are
provided first. In addition, we will introduce the difference between digital and analog
beamforming and the function of hybrid beamforming.
2.1.1 Antenna Array and Array Response Vector
Beamforming is a signal processing technique used in antenna arrays for directional data
transmission or reception. This is achieved by combining antenna elements in an array.
In such a way, plane waves at particular angles experience constructive interference while
others experience destructive interference. To describe the array signal processing, we
assume a simple model with a far-field source signal (i.e., a plane wave) and a narrow-
band receiver.3
A plane wave s(t) arrives at a uniform linear array (ULA) of NR elements at time t
via a propagation path with an angle of arrival (AoA) φA, where −90◦ ≤ φA ≤ 90◦, as
depicted in Fig. 2.1. When we use a ULA to receive signal at a carrier frequency fc, the
3 The narrow-band assumption means that the symbol duration of a baseband signal should be (much)
larger than the transit time of the signal across an array.
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received signals at NR antenna elements are given by
x1 (t) = s(t)e
j2πfct,
x2 (t) = s(t− τ2)ej2πfc(t−τ2),
...
xNR (t) = s(t− τNR)ej2πfc(t−τNR ),
(2.1)
where τnr , nr = 2, · · · , NR, is the extra time (in second) that s(t) takes to reach each an-
tenna element relative to the first one. As shown in Fig. 2.1, it can be explicitly calculated
by
τ2 =
sinφA∆d
c
,
...
τNR =
sinφA(NR − 1)∆d
c
,
(2.2)
where ∆d =
λ0
2
is the maximum allowed distance between two neighboring antenna el-
ements,4 λ0 is the wavelength at the carrier frequency fc, and c = 3 × 108 (m/s) is the
speed of light.
Due to the narrow-band assumption, (2.1) becomes
x1 (t) = s(t)e
j2πfct,
x2 (t) = s(t)e
j2πfc(t−τ2),
...
xNR (t) = s(t)e
j2πfc(t−τNR ).
(2.3)
For the nthr received signal, it can be further represented as
xnr (t) = s(t)e
j2πfct  
x1(t)
e−j2πfcτnr
= x1 (t) e
−j2πfcτnr
= x1 (t) e
−j2π c
λ0
· sinφA(nr−1)∆d
c
= x1 (t) e
−j 2π
λ0
sinφA(nr−1)∆d .
(2.4)
Then, collecting all the NR received signals in a vector, we have
x(t) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1 (t)
x2 (t)
...
xNR (t)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = x1 (t)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
e
−j 2π
λ0
sinφA∆d
...
e
−j 2π
λ0
sinφA(NR−1)∆d
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
  
array response vector: a(φA)
,
(2.5)
4 According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, the spatial sampling frequency ( 1∆d ) must be greater than
or equal to twice the spatial bandwidth (2 × 1λ0 ) to avoid aliasing. Therefore we have the relationship
between ∆d and λ0 given by
1
∆d
≥ 2λ0 (or ∆d ≤
λ0
2 ).
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where the array response vector a(φA) is a function of φA: it shows the response of a
ULA to an incident wave with an AoA φA [LR99].
2.1.2 Beamforming Vector and Spatial Filter
The goal of beamforming is to form a beam in 3-D space by designing its weights to
transmit or receive a desired signal from a specific direction and meanwhile to suppress
interference and noise. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the combined received signal can be written
by
r(t) =
NR∑
nr=1
w∗nrxnr(t) = w
Hx(t), (2.6)
where wnr ∈ C is the weight of the beamformer, and w = [w1, · · · , wNR ]T is called a
beamforming vector or a steering vector.
The ULA together with the coefficients {w1, · · · , wNR} can be viewed as a finite im-
pulse response (FIR) spatial filter that linearly combines the array data. To provide more
insight into the spatial filter, we define the direction-dependent unit delay in Z-transform
as
z−1φA = e
−j 2π
λ0
sinφA∆d , (2.7)
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which is a function of φA, and then repeat (2.6) again
r(t)
(2.6)
=
NR∑
nr=1
w∗nrxnr(t)
=
NR∑
nr=1
w∗nrx1 (t) e
−j 2π
λ0
sinφA(nr−1)∆d  
=(z−1φA
)nr−1
= x1 (t) ·
NR∑
nr=1
w∗nrz
−(nr−1)
φA  
Z-transform of
{w∗nr ∀nr} , W (zφA)
= x1 (t)W (zφA).
(2.8)
The Z-transform of the FIR spatial filter can also be represented by the inner product
of the beamforming vector and the array response vector (also see Fig. 2.3):
W (zφA)
(2.8)
=
NR∑
nr=1
w∗nrz
−(nr−1)
φA
= w∗1 + w
∗
2z
−1
φA
+ · · ·+ w∗NRz
−(NR−1)
φA
=
[
w∗1, w
∗
2, · · · , w∗NR
]  
beamforming vector
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
z−1φA
...
z
−(NR−1)
φA
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
  
array response vector
.
(2.9)
Interestingly, the representations of antenna array beamforming shown in Fig. 2.2 and
Fig. 2.3 are equivalent.
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Fig. 2.4. A digital beamforming architecture in the baseband at a receiver.
2.1.3 Digital, Analog, and Hybrid Beamforming
Beamforming implemented in either the digital or the analog domain imposes different
constraints on the weights, which lead to non-identical design strategies. The introductions
to digital, analog, and hybrid analog-digital beamforming are given as follows.
2.1.3.1 Digital Beamforming
In fully digital beamforming systems (see Fig.2.4), each antenna has its own radio fre-
quency (RF) chain, including a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) at the transmitter or
an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) at the receiver. Generally speaking, the weights of a
digital beamformer have no limitations on the phases and magnitude. The beamforming
techniques discussed in cmWave frequency bands usually assume this kind of beamform-
ing.
At the receiver, one can use the received signals in the baseband (i.e., the observations
shown in Fig. 2.4) to design the digital beamforming according to some objectives, such
as to maximize SNR or SINR [VT02]. The weights of a beamformer can be chosen based
on the statistics of the received data. Some famous approaches that have been widely
used, for example, the MUSIC algorithm [Sch86] and the ESPRIT algorithm [RK89]. In
addition, one can assume that CSI is available at the transmitter or receiver, then the
beamforming on both sides of the channel can be implemented according to the SVD of
the given channel matrix to maximize the system throughput [Tel99].
2.1.3.2 Analog beamforming
To exploit the huge available bandwidth in mmWave frequency bands, ADCs and DACs
have to run at several Giga samples per second. It implies that both implementation cost
and power consumption of digital beamforming become much higher than that at cmWave
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Fig. 2.5. An analog beamforming architecture in the passband at a receiver.
frequencies and, therefore, it is highly disadvantageous to equip each antenna with its own
RF chain in mmWave frequency bands. For that reason, analog beamforming is taken into
account in mmWave communications recently.
Different to the digital beamformer whose weights can be any complex numbers, analog
beamforming has fewer degrees of freedom. The elements of the analog beamformer are
phase shifters that have unit amplitude [LR99, HHN+05], and the phase terms may be
limited to some a discrete set (i.e., chosen from a predefined codebook) as shown in Fig.
2.5.
Considering a pragmatic case that CSI is not available, we can use received training
signals as observations for analog beam selection. Fig. 2.5 shows the observations obtained
in the baseband are the combined received signals, that is, they include the effect of analog
beamforming. As a result, some previously proposed digital beamforming approaches may
not be applicable for analog beamforming design.
2.1.3.3 Hybrid analog-digital beamforming
As mentioned above, analog beamforming has fewer degrees of freedom compared with
digital beamforming, and therefore the corresponding achievable data rates are lower.
To increase system throughput, a more flexible beamforming architecture at mmWave
frequencies, termed hybrid beamforming [ZMK05, ARAS+14], becomes popular accord-
ingly. It is a combination of analog beamforming (operating in the passband) and digital
beamforming (operating in the baseband) that achieves higher data rate with acceptable
complexity, see Fig. 2.6.
Again, when CSI is not available, the observations used for a hybrid beamforming de-
sign already combined with the effect of analog beamforming. Given the received training
signals in the baseband, how to efficiently implement hybrid beamforming will be studied
in this thesis.
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Fig. 2.6. A hybrid analog-digital beamforming architecture at a receiver.
2.2 Channel Model
mmWave communications have recently attracted intensive research interest due to lots
of unlicensed spectrum, up to or even wider than 10 GHz. Service operators have begun
investigating in mmWave technologies to evaluate the best candidate frequencies for use
in mobile applications. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and 3GPP
have aligned on a plan for 5G NR standards [3GP17c, 3GP17a, 3GP17b, Nat16] and the
work is still ongoing. To globally align the standardization of mmWave frequencies, the
ITU released a list of proposed viable frequencies between 24.25 GHz and 86 GHz at the
World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC) [Wor15] as follows:
24.25–27.5 GHz,
31.8–33.4 GHz,
37–40.5 GHz,
40.5–42.5 GHz,
45.5–50.2 GHz,
50.4–52.6 GHz,
66–76 GHz,
81–86 GHz.
Shortly after ITU’s proposal, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the
United States issued the use of spectrum bands above 24 GHz for mobile radio services
in 28 GHz, 37 GHz, 39 GHz, and 64–71 GHz, and 70/80 GHz bands [Fed17].
Although mmWave frequency bands have an enormous amount of available spectrum,
some challenges make the data transmission and reception more difficult compared with
cmWave communications. Different propagation patterns in terms of path loss, oxygen ab-
sorption, diffraction, scattering, and reflection between 2.5 GHz (a LTE frequency band)
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(a) An example of a
cmWave channel model.
(b) An example of a
mmWave channel model.
Fig. 2.7. A difference in angular spread between cmWave and mmWave chan-
nels.
and 60 GHz are described in the references [Fri46, XZZ07, GRS91, LS99]. In cmWave com-
munications, the number of scattering objects in environments is sufficiently larger and,
therefore, the central limit theorem holds: the magnitude of a channel impulse response
(CIR) can be modeled as a Rayleigh or Rician distribution.5 When a system operates in
mmWave frequency bands, not only the path loss becomes severer but also the number
of scatterings in the angular domain becomes sparse. A simple example of the difference
in angular spread between cmWave and mmWave frequencies is shown in Fig. 2.7.
In mmWave communications, for an indoor scenario (the distance between a trans-
mitter and a receiver is equal to or less than 10 m), the magnitude of a CIR may still
follow a Rayleigh distribution [IEE12, Ale10]. However, when the distance is getting
longer, Rayleigh fading is not appropriate to model mmWave channels. Properties of out-
door mmWave channels have been widely studied recently, and simulation models have
been developed accordingly [TNMR14, RMSS15, SR15, HNJP16, SMR17, 3GP17b]. The
most complete study can be found in 3GPP technical report: 3GPP TR 38.900/38.901
[3GP17b, 3GP18].
2.2.1 Delay-Angular-Domain Channel Model
mmWave channels show sparsity in the delay and angular domains. We take a particular
propagation path in Fig. 2.7(b) as an example and use Fig. 2.8 to show that this path
can be represented by a unit impulse delta function with respect its path gain αp, delay
τp, and AoA φA,p [Ale10, ASS
+14]. We say that mmWave channels show sparsity because,
5 Rayleigh fading only includes NLoS paths in environments, while Rician fading includes both LoS and
NLoS paths [JC94].
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Fig. 2.8. The angular- and delay-domain components of path p in Fig. 2.7(b),
where cp(τ, φA) = αp δ(τ − τp) δ(φA − φA,p).
typically, the number P of paths is small. In Fig. 2.7(b), the channel has P = 9 propagation
paths, or specifically, one LoS path and two NLoS clusters.
To systematically introduce the concept of channel sparsity, we start from a propaga-
tion path p with the complex path gain αp, delay τp, AoD φD,p, and AoA φA,p. The CIR
represented in the delay and angular domains is given by
cp(τ, φA, φD) = αp δ(τ − τp)  
delay
δ(φA − φA,p)  
AoA
δ(φD − φD,p)  
AoD
, (2.10)
where p = 1, · · · , P , −90◦ ≤ φA ≤ 90◦, −90◦ ≤ φD ≤ 90◦, and δ(·) stands for a unit im-
pulse delta function. To let the reader better understand the introduction to the mmWave
channel model in this and the following subsections, all the channel-related parameters
are listed in Table 2.1.
An AoA or AoD has its one-to-one correspondence, termed normalized spatial fre-
quency (or spatial frequency index) [KYI91]. By introducing a normalization factor used
at the transmitter or receiver, 1
NT∆d
or 1
NR∆d
, the normalized spatial frequencies of φA,
φA,p, φD, and φD,p are defined as
κA ,
sinφA
λ0   ·
1
(1/NR∆d)
spatial frequency
=
NR sinφA
2
, (2.11)
κA,p ,
NR sinφA,p
2
, (2.12)
κD ,
NT sinφD
2
, (2.13)
κD,p ,
NT sinφD,p
2
, (2.14)
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Table 2.1: List of channel parameters.
P Number of propagation paths.
p Path index, p = 1, · · · , P .
αp Complex path gain for path p.
Delay-domain parameters
τ Propagation path delay.
τp Propagation path delay for path p.
l Delay index, l = ⌊τFS⌋, where FS is the sampling frequency.
lp Delay index for path p, lp = ⌊τpFS⌋.
Angular-domain parameters
φA Angle of arrival (AoA).
φA,p AoA for path p.
φD Angle of departure (AoD).
φD,p AoD for path p.
Spatial-frequency-domain parameters
κA Normalized spatial frequency of φA.
κA,p Normalized spatial frequency of φA,p.
κD Normalized spatial frequency of φD.
κD,p Normalized spatial frequency of φD,p.
Spatial-domain parameters
NR Number of receive antennas.
nr Antenna index at the receiver, nr = 1, · · · , NR.
NT Number of transmit antennas.
nt Antenna index at the transmitter, nt = 1, · · · , NT .
Channel representations
cp(τ, φA, φD) Propagation path p represented in the delay and angular domains.
cp(τ, κA, κD) Propagation path p represented in the delay and spatial-frequency
domains.
Cp(τ, nr, nt) Propagation path p represented in the delay and spatial domains.
Cp(τ) Matrix-valued CIR for path p at delay τ .
Cp[l] Matrix-valued CIR for path p at delay index l.
C[l] Superposition of P matrix-valued CIRs at delay index l.
H[k] Superposition of P matrix-valued channel transfer functions at
subcarrier k.
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Fig. 2.9. One-to-one correspondence between an AoA φA and its normalized
spatial frequency κA with 32 antennas.
where the range of κA and κA,p are between −NR2 and
NR
2
, and the range of κD and κD,p
are between −NT
2
and NT
2
. One example of the one-to-one correspondence between an
AoA φA and its normalized spatial frequency κA with −90◦ ≤ φA ≤ 90◦ and NR = 32 is
provided in Fig. 2.9.
Simply using the relationship between the angle and normalized spatial frequency, we
have the equivalent CIR represented in the delay and spatial-frequency domains :
cp(τ, φA, φD)  
(2.10)
one-to-one correspondence↔ cp(τ, κA, κD)
= αp δ(τ − τp) δ(κA − κA,p) δ(κD − κD,p). (2.15)
In what follows, we will start from (2.15) and show the derivation of a MIMO channel
model represented by array response vectors.
2.2.2 Delay-Spatial-Domain Channel Model
To explain the mathematical results of a MIMO channel matrix derived from (2.15), we
exploit properties of the Fourier series, which are used to describe periodic functions.
When the transceiver is equipped with an NR-element ULA at the receiver and an
NT -element ULA at the transmitter, the delay-spatial-domain propagation path with
respect to the nthr receive antenna and the n
th
t transmit antenna can be represented by
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(see Appendix A)
Cp(τ, nr, nt)
=
NR
2∫
−NR
2
NT
2∫
−NT
2
cp(τ, κA, κD) e
−j2πκAnr/NR e−j2πκDnt/NT dκD dκA
=
NR
2∫
−NR
2
NT
2∫
−NT
2
αp δ(τ − τp)δ(κA − κA,p)δ(κD − κD,p)  
cp(τ,κA,κD)
e−j2πκAnr/NR e−j2πκDnt/NT dκD dκA
= αp δ(τ − τp)
⎛⎜⎜⎝
NR
2∫
−NR
2
δ(κA − κA,p)e−j2πκAnr/NRdκA
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎝
NT
2∫
−NT
2
δ(κD − κD,p)e−j2πκDnt/NT dκD
⎞⎟⎟⎠
= αp δ(τ − τp) e−j2πκA,pnr/NR e−j2πκD,pnt/NT .
(2.16)
Cp(τ, nr, nt) is a function of spatial-domain indices, nr and nt; therefore, it is represented
in the spatial domain.
After collecting NRNT Fourier coefficients {Cp(τ, nr, nt) |nr = 0, · · · , NR− 1 and nt =
0, · · · , NT − 1}, we have the matrix-valued CIR for path p at delay τp, expressed by
Cp(τ) =
⎡⎢⎣ Cp(τ, 0, 0) · · · Cp(τ, 0, NT − 1)... . . . ...
Cp(τ,NR − 1, 0) · · · Cp(τ,NR − 1, NT − 1)
⎤⎥⎦
= αp δ(τ − τp)
⎡⎢⎣ 1 · · · e
−j2πκD,p(NT−1)/NT
...
. . .
...
e−j2πκA,p(NR−1)/NR · · · e−j2πκA,p(NR−1)/NR e−j2πκD,p(NT−1)/NT
⎤⎥⎦
= αp δ(τ − τp)
⎡⎢⎣ 1...
e−j2πκA,p(NR−1)/NR
⎤⎥⎦
  
aA(κA,p)
[
1, · · · , e−j2πκD,p(NT−1)/NT
]
  
aTD(κD,p)
= αp δ(τ − τp) aA(κA,p) aTD(κD,p),
(2.17)
with its one-to-one representation given by
Cp(τ) = αp δ(τ − τp) aA(φA,p) aTD(φD,p), (2.18)
where aA(φA,p) and aD(φD,p) are array response vectors at the receiver and transmitter
respectively.
If the received signal is sampled in time delay at a sampling frequency FS, we have
the discrete matrix-valued CIR at delay index l = ⌊τFS⌋:
Cp[l] = αp δ[l − lp] aA(φA,p) aTD(φD,p), (2.19)
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where lp = ⌊τpFS⌋ is the delay index for path p. After that, the superposition of P
matrix-valued CIRs leads to the delay-spatial-domain MIMO channel, written by
C[l] =
P∑
p=1
Cp[l]
=
P∑
p=1
αp δ[l − lp] aA(φA,p) aTD(φD,p).
(2.20)
In Subsections 2.2.1-2.2.2, we introduced the process of generating the commonly used
mmWave MIMO channel based on the given channel characteristics, such as the delay,
AoD, and AoA. The process can be summarized below:
cp(τ, φA, φD) = αp δ(τ − τp) δ(φA − φA,p) δ(φD − φD,p)
↕ One-to-one correspondence
cp(τ, κA, κD) = αp δ(τ − τp) δ(κA − κA,p) δ(κD − κD,p)
↓ Converted from the spatial-frequency domain
to the spatial domain
Cp(τ, nr, nt) = αp δ(τ − τp) e−j2πκA,pnr/NR e−j2πκD,pnt/NT
↓ MIMO
Cp(τ) = αp δ(τ − τp) aA(κA,p) aTD(κD,p)
↕ One-to-one correspondence
Cp(τ) = αp δ(τ − τp) aA(φA,p) aTD(φD,p)
↓ Sampling in the delay domain
Cp[l] = αp δ[l − lp] aA(φA,p) aTD(φD,p)
↓ Superposition of P paths
C[l] =
P∑
p=1
αp δ[l − lp] aA(φA,p) aTD(φD,p)
2.2.3 Frequency-Spatial-Domain Channel Model
Given a matrix-valued CIR C[l], where l = 0, · · · , L − 1, the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of the sequence {C[l], l = 0, · · · , L − 1} leads to the channel transfer function
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(CTF) given by
H[k] = DFT {C[l] ∀l}k
=
P∑
p=1
αp DFT {δ[l − lp] ∀l}k aA(φA,p) a
H
D(φD,p)
=
P∑
p=1
αp e
−j2πklp/K aA(φA,p) a
H
D(φD,p),
(2.21)
where k = 0, · · · , K − 1 and K is the number of subcarriers in one OFDM symbol, which
is equal to the number L of samples in one OFDM symbol.6
In (2.21), the angular-domain channel characteristics are usually interpreted by the
angular spread. Let us assume that in an environment, there are Q clusters and R rays per
cluster. An alternative representation of H[k] can be expressed by a cluster-based channel
model:
H[k] =
Q∑
q=1
αq e
−j2πklq/K
R∑
r=1
aA(φA,q,r) a
H
D(φD,q,r)  
cluster q
,
(2.22)
where φA,q,r and φD,q,r are the AoA and AoD for ray r in cluster q. The path gains
and the delay indices are assumed to be the same in a cluster. For different scenarios,
the distributions of the channel parameters can be found in the references [TNMR14,
RMSS15, 3GP17b].
2.3 MIMO-OFDM System with Hybrid Beamform-
ing
The term MIMO indicates the presence of multiple transmit antennas (multiple inputs)
and multiple receive antennas (multiple outputs). One can use techniques, like beam-
forming, spatial diversity, and spatial multiplexing, to increase the bandwidth efficiency.
In this thesis, we focus on beamforming techniques that provide diversity and power gain
by making signals that are emitted from different antennas adding up constructively.
OFDM is a frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) modulation scheme used as a dig-
ital multi-carrier modulation method based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The
main advantage of OFDM over single-carrier schemes is its ability to cope with severe
channel conditions without complex equalization filters. MIMO-OFDM technology fur-
ther extends the OFDM modulation scheme from one spatial data stream to multiple
ones, which multiplies capacity by transmitting different signals over multiple antennas.
6 In order to make the notation of a hybrid beamforming system concise, sometimes we consider aHD(φD,p)
rather than aTD(φD,p) in the channel model.
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Fig. 2.10. AMIMO-OFDM transceiver has hybrid beamforming architectures
at both the transmitter and receiver.
MIMO-OFDM is the fundamental technology for most advanced wireless local area
and cellular network standards because it achieves the greatest spectral efficiency [NP00,
TV05, Wei09]. This technology has developed into a popular scheme for wideband digital
communications, used in 4G/5G mobile communication applications. Some mmWave-
related standards adopt MIMO-OFDM systems, such as:
• The wireless LAN (WLAN) IEEE 802.11ad [IEE12].
• The wireless personal area network (WPAN) IEEE 802.15.3c [IEE09].
• The cellular network 3GPP 5G NR [3GP17c, 3GP17a, 3GP17b].
2.3.1 Hybrid Beamforming
Next, let us talk about hybrid beamforming architectures equipped in a MIMO-OFDM
system. As shown in Fig. 2.10, a transmitter uses an NT -element ULA to communicate
NS OFDM data streams to a receiver with an NR-element ULA, and an RF chain includes
a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) at the transmitter or an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) at the receiver. The system parameters shown in the figure are explained as follows:
NR The number of receive antennas.
NRF The number of RF chains.
NS The number of OFDM data streams.
NT The number of transmit antennas.
K The number of subcarriers in one OFDM symbol.
r[k] ∈ CNS×1 The combined received signal vector at subcarrier k.
s[k] ∈ CNS×1 The transmitted signal vector at subcarrier k.
FBB[k] ∈ CNRF×NS The digital beamforming matrix at subcarrier k at the transmitter.
FRF ∈ CNT×NRF The analog beamforming matrix at the transmitter.
WBB[k] ∈ CNRF×NS The digital beamforming matrix at subcarrier k at the receiver.
WRF ∈ CNR×NRF The analog beamforming matrix at the receiver.
F The codebook at the transmitter.
W The codebook at the receiver.
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At the transmitter, the NT antennas connect to a hybrid beamformer (or precoder)
FRFFBB[k] at subcarrier k ∈ {0, · · · , K − 1}, where FRF = [fRF,1, · · · , fRF,NRF ] has NRF
analog beamforming vectors. High implementation cost and power consumption impose
some hardware constraints on analog beamformers. First, FRF is a constant matrix within
(at least) one OFDM symbol, so it is not a function of k. Second, the entries of FRF are
phase shifters with unit magnitude. The NRF analog beamforming vectors are selected
from the predefined codebook F = {f̃nf ∈ CNT×1, nf = 1, · · · , NF} with the nthf element
represented by [LR99]
f̃nf =
1√
NT
[
1, e
−j 2π
λ0
sin(φT,nf )∆d , · · · , e−j
2π
λ0
sin(φT,nf ) (NT−1)∆d
]T
, (2.23)
where φT,nf stands for the n
th
f candidate for the steering angles at the transmitter, ∆d =
λ0
2
is the distance between two neighboring antenna elements, and λ0 is the wavelength at
the carrier frequency.
At the receiver, the hybrid beamformer (or combiner) WRFWBB[k] has a similar
structure as the precoder. Also, the NRF analog beamforming vectors of WRF are selected
from the other codebook W = {w̃nw ∈ CNR×1, nw = 1, · · · , NW}, whose members can be
generated by the same rule as (2.23)
w̃nw =
1√
NR
[
1, e
−j 2π
λ0
sin(φR,nw )∆d , · · · , e−j
2π
λ0
sin(φR,nw ) (NT−1)∆d
]T
, (2.24)
Via the coupling of the precoder FRFFBB[k], combiner WRFWBB[k], and the
frequency-selective fading channel H[k] ∈ CNR×NT , the combined received signal vector
at subcarrier k can be written by
r[k] = WHBB[k]W
H
RFH[k]FRFFBB[k]s[k] +W
H
BB[k]W
H
RFn[k], (2.25)
where n[k] ∈ CNR×1 is anNR-dimensional circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG)
random vector with mean 0NR×1 and covariance matrix σ
2
nINR , n[k] ∼ CN (0NR×1, σ2nINR).
2.4 Objective of Hybrid Beamforming
After having a basic understanding of the hybrid beamforming system and channel model,
we now introduce the objective of hybrid beamforming and point out the design challenges
that we face.
Again, the combined received signal vector at subcarrier k is given by
r[k]
(2.25)
= WHBB[k]W
H
RFH[k]FRFFBB[k]s[k]  
s[k]
+WHBB[k]W
H
RFn[k]  
n[k]
= WHBB[k]W
H
RFH[k]s[k] + n[k],
(2.26)
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where s[k] and n[k] are the precoded transmitted signal vector and combined noise vector
respectively. We hope that the transmit power at each subcarrier keeps constant after the
precoder, i.e.,
tr(Rs) = tr(Rs), (2.27)
where Rs and Rs are, respectively, the covariance matrices of s[k] and s[k]:
Rs = E
[
s[k]sH [k]
]
, (2.28)
which is assumed to be a diagonal matrix, and
Rs = E[s[k]s
H [k]]
= E
[
FRFFBB[k]s[k]s
H [k]FHBB[k]F
H
RF
]
= FRFFBB[k]RsF
H
BB[k]F
H
RF .
(2.29)
Note that the total power constraint can also be applied to one OFDM symbol of K
subcarriers. In this thesis, we consider a simpler application for the sake of low complexity.
Moreover, the combined noise signals still remain independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.), that means, the covariance of n[k] satisfies
Rn = σ
2
nINS , (2.30)
where
Rn = E[n[k]n
H [k]]
= σ2nW
H
BB[k]W
H
RFWRFWBB[k].
(2.31)
To overcome severe path loss and mirror-like reflections at mmWave frequencies, beam-
forming with large antenna arrays makes the transmit and receive power toward sparse
AoDs or AoAs. The objective is to maximize the mutual information of the beamforming
system subject to the constraints on FRF , WRF , FBB[k], and WBB[k] ∀k. More specifi-
cally, we seek the matrices that solve the following problem
max
FRF ,WRF , (FBB[k],WBB[k]) ∀k
K−1∑
k=0
I(FRF ,WRF ,FBB[k],WBB[k]),
s.t.
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
fRF,nrf ∈ F ,wRF,nrf ∈ W ∀nrf ,
tr
(
FRFFBB[k]RsF
H
BB[k]F
H
RF
)
= tr(Rs) ∀k,
WHBB[k]W
H
RFWRFWBB[k] = INS ∀k,
(2.32)
where
• fRF,nrf is the nthrf column of FRF and selected from the codebook F , see Fig. 2.10.
• wRF,nrf is the nthrf column of WRF and selected from the codebook W .
• The last two constraints are the consequences of (2.27) and (2.30).
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• I(FRF ,WRF ,FBB[k],WBB[k]) is the mutual information of the hybrid beamforming
system of the kth OFDM subchannel under the assumption of Gaussian signaling,
defined by [BGP02, GJJV03, AH16]
I(FRF ,WRF ,FBB[k],WBB[k])
= log2 det(INS + R
−1
n
1
σ2n
INS
(WHBB[k]W
H
RFH[k]FRFFBB[k])Rs(W
H
BB[k]W
H
RFH[k]FRFFBB[k])
H).
(2.33)
We denote the optimal solution to the problem (2.32) by
(FRF,Opt,WRF,Opt, (FBB,Opt[k],WBB,Opt[k]) ∀k).
2.4.1 Problem Statement
In the formulated problem (2.32), it is intractable to find the precoder and combiner
simultaneously because there are four unknown matrices (FRF ,WRF ,FBB[k],WBB[k])
that are needed to address the surrounding environment appropriately. To simplify the
problem, some previously proposed hybrid beamforming approaches try to decouple the
precoder and combiner based on the assumption that the CSI (i.e., H[k], k = 0, · · · , K−1)
is known to the transmitter or the receiver. Nevertheless, the computational com-
plexity of channel estimation increases exponentially with the size of antenna arrays
[CRKF16, GHDW16, XXX17, VAHP17], which makes CSI-based hybrid beamforming
methods inapplicable for practical use. More detailed introduction to CSI-based hybrid
beamforming can be found in the next section.
2.5 Prior Art — Hybrid Beamforming Based on Ex-
plicit CSI
If the explicit CSI (i.e., H[k], k = 0, · · · , K − 1) is available to the receiver, we can
obtain the singular vectors of H[k] after the SVD, where H[k]
SVD
= U[k]Σ[k]VH [k].
From the work in [Tel99], we know that the maximum throughput can be achieved when
FRFFBB[k] = [V[k]]:,1:NS and WRFWBB[k] = [U[k]]:,1:NS . Such a precoder and combiner
design is commonly called eigenmode transmission.
Unfortunately, the linear combinations of NRF analog beamforming vectors selected
from the codebooks are (most likely) not equal to the singular vectors of NT (or NR)
dimensions, especially when NT (or NR) ≫ NRF . As shown in Fig. 2.11, the precoder and
combiner can only approximate to the singular vectors. As a result, the sub-optimal solu-
tion is to find the hybrid beamforming matrices that minimize the Frobenius norms of the
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Fig. 2.11. A hybrid beamforming implementation method based on the SVD
of H[k], where H[k]
SVD
= U[k]Σ[k]VH [k].
errors between the singular vectors and the constructed matrices [AHAS+12, ARAS+14]:
min
FRF ,FBB [k] ∀k
K−1∑
k=0
[V[k]]:,1:NS − FRFFBB[k]2F ,
s.t.
⎧⎨⎩fRF,nrf ∈ F ∀nrf ,∥FRFFBB[k]∥2F = NS,
(2.34)
and
min
WRF ,WBB [k] ∀k
K−1∑
k=0
[U[k]]:,1:NS −WRFWBB[k]2F ,
s.t.
⎧⎨⎩wRF,nrf ∈ W ∀nrf ,∥WRFWBB∥2F = NS.
(2.35)
In the above-mentioned method, one uses the SVD of channel matrix to decouple the
precoder and combiner. An alternative way to simplify the problem (2.32) is to decouple
the transceiver by the assumption that either the transmitter or the receiver employs fully
digital beamforming [AH16, SY16b].
If the receiver employs fully digital beamforming, the combiner WRFWBB[k] ∈
CNR×NS can be replaced with a digital beamformer denoted by W[k] ∈ CNR×NS and,
therefore, the mutual information of the system at subcarrier k becomes
I(FRF ,FBB[k],W[k])
= log2 det
(
INS +
1
σ2n
(
WH [k]H[k]FRFFBB[k]
)
Rs
(
WH [k]H[k]FRFFBB[k]
)H)
(a)
= log2 det
(
INS +
1
σ2n
(
Σ[k]VH [k]FRFFBB[k]
)
Rs
(
Σ[k]VH [k]FRFFBB[k]
)H)
,
(2.36)
where (a) follows from that W[k] = [U[k]]:,1:NS . In (2.36), only the analog and digital
beamforming at the transmitter (FRF and FBB[k]) are unknown, and the solutions of
FRF and FBB[k] ∀k can be found in [AH16, SY16b].
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2.6 Summary
This chapter introduced mmWave hybrid beamforming, channel model, and the reference
hybrid beamforming methods. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:
• Radiation of electromagnetic waves at mmWave frequencies is different from
cmWave’s radiation behavior in terms of path loss, diffraction, and scattering. These
differences make beamforming more important in mmWave frequency bands.
• Due to the hardware implementation issues, conventional fully digital beamform-
ing design is highly disadvantageous at mmWave frequencies. Therefore, a hybrid
analog-digital beamforming becomes a promising solution to overcome the path loss
and sparse multipath scattering.
• The goal of hybrid beamforming is to maximize data rate. When CSI is known to the
transmitter or the receiver, the design of hybrid beamforming is similar to conven-
tional fully digital beamforming approaches: let the hybrid beamforming matrices
approximate to the right- and left-singular vectors of the channel matrix.
• Most previously proposed hybrid beamforming schemes ignore the computational
complexity of large-array channel estimation as well as the SVD for all subcarriers.
In the hybrid beamforming system, only a small number of analog beam pairs can be
chosen. To find such small number of beam pairs, actually, it is not necessary to know
explicit CSI. The complete discussion will be provided in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 3
Hybrid Beamforming Strategy Using
Orthogonal Codebooks
In this chapter, we start with a joint channel estimation and hybrid beamforming prob-
lem. As introduced in Chapter 2, mmWave channels are well-known for their sparsity in
the angular domain. We investigate the applicability of sparse signal recovery techniques
(featured in recent compressed sensing literature [CRT06, Don06, Bar07, FR13]) in chan-
nel estimation and hybrid beamforming. In compressed sensing, an algorithm named or-
thogonal matching pursuit (OMP) iteratively finds the few best matching projections of
multi-dimensional data onto the span of an orthogonal dictionary [CW11].7
When both channel estimation and hybrid beamforming are implemented by the OMP
algorithm with the same orthogonal dictionaries, interestingly, the channel estimation for
large antenna arrays can be omitted. Essentially, what is necessary to a hybrid beamform-
ing implementation is the information about effective channels linking the beamformer at
the transmitter to the beamformer at the receiver over the channel. The whole concept
can be outlined as follows:
• In the spatial channel estimation problem, array response vectors with respect to
sparse angles of departure and arrival (AoDs, AoAs) can be approximately recovered
by using the OMP algorithm [BHSN10].
• The objective of analog beamforming is to transmit or receive signal power toward
sparse AoDs and AoAs. This implies that the OMP algorithm is also applicable to
selecting appropriate steering vectors.
• Realizing that the spatial channel estimation problem is equivalent to the analog
beam selection problem when using orthogonal dictionaries in the OMP algorithm
7 The term dictionary is usually used in compressed sensing techniques. In this chapter, sometimes code-
books are called dictionaries because we formulate both channel estimation and hybrid beamforming
problems as compressed sensing problems.
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Fig. 3.1. The OMP algorithm can be used to find sparse AoDs/AoAs (high-
lighted in blue) and the analog beams (highlighted in red).
(see Fig. 3.1, where F and W are assumed to be orthogonal dictionaries), we solve
the analog and digital beamforming problems using the entries of the effective chan-
nel.
3.1 Basic Knowledge of Orthogonal Codebooks
The properties of orthogonal codebooks, such as the Butler matrix [BL61], are exploited
to facilitate the problem-solving process of channel estimation and hybrid beamforming
implementation. In this section, we introduce the benefits of orthogonal codebooks and
the differences between orthogonal and non-orthogonal codebooks.
To begin with, let us write down the array response vector and analog beamforming
vector again. At the receiver, an array response vector for path p is given by
aA(φA,p) =
1√
NR
[
1, e
−j 2π
λ0
sin(φA,p)∆d , · · · , e−j
2π
λ0
sin(φA,p) (NR−1)∆d
]T
, (3.1)
where −90◦ ≤ φA,p ≤ 90◦ and ∆d = λ02 . The normalization factor
1√
NR
in (3.1) is to ensure
that the maximum value of the beamforming gain is equal to one. Also, the nthw candidate
for analog beamforming vectors w̃nw selected from the codebook W is given by
w̃nw
(2.24)
=
1√
NR
[
1, e
−j 2π
λ0
sin(φR,nw )∆d , · · · , e−j
2π
λ0
sin(φR,nw ) (NR−1)∆d
]T
. (3.2)
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The array factor η(φA,p, φR,nw) is defined as [Bal05]
η(φA,p, φR,nw) = w̃
H
nwaA(φA,p)
=
1
NR
NR∑
nr=1
e
j 2π
λ0
(sinφA,p−sinφR,nw )(nr−1)∆d
=
⎧⎨⎩
1
NR
ej
π
2
(NR−1)(sinφA,p−sinφR,nw )
sin(π2NR(sinφA,p−sinφR,nw ))
sin(π2 (sinφA,p−sinφR,nw ))
, if φA,p ̸= φR,nw
1, if φA,p = φR,nw
(3.3)
and its gain (also known as beam pattern or array factor pattern) is given by
|η(φA,p, φR,nw)|
2 =
⏐⏐w̃HnwaA(φA,p)⏐⏐2
=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1
N2R
⏐⏐⏐⏐ sin(π2NR(sinφA,p−sinφR,nw ))sin(π
2
(sinφA,p−sinφR,nw ))
⏐⏐⏐⏐2 , if φA,p ̸= φR,nw
1 if φA,p = φR,nw
(3.4)
where 0 ≤ |η(φA,p, φR,nw)|
2 ≤ 1.
Using the one-to-one correspondence between angle and normalized spatial frequency
introduced in Subsection 2.2.1, we have an alternative expression of beam pattern written
by
|η(κA,p, κR,nw)|
2 =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1
N2R
⏐⏐⏐⏐ sin(π(κA,p−κR,nw ))sin( π
NR
(κA,p−κR,nw )
)
⏐⏐⏐⏐2 , if κA,p ̸= κR,nw
1, if κA,p = κR,nw
, (3.5)
where κA,p and κR,nw are the normalized spatial frequencies corresponding to φA,p and
φR,nw
κA,p =
NR sinφA,p
2
, (3.6)
κR,nw =
NR sinφR,nw
2
. (3.7)
The advantage of using the spatial-frequency-domain expression is that different beam
patterns have the same half-power beamwidth (HPBW8) in this domain (see Example
3.1), and we can use this property to generate an orthogonal codebook.
Example 3.1. Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) illustrate beam patterns in the angular and spatial-
frequency domain with NR = 16 antennas respectively. The range of the AoA is −90o <
φA,p < 90
o; the corresponding range of its normalized spatial frequency is −8 < κA,p <
8. The steering angle is φR,nw = 0
◦; the corresponding normalized spatial frequency is
κR,nw = 0.
8 The HPBW stands for the range of κA,p where |η(κA,p, κR,nw)|2 ≥ 12 max{|η(κA,p, κR,nw)|
2 ∀κA,p} = 12
in linear scale (or −3 dB in logarithmic scale).
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(a) Two beam patterns shown as functions of angle have
different HPBW.
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(b) Two beam patterns shown as functions of normalized spa-
tial frequency have the same HPBW.
Fig. 3.2. A typical example of two beam patterns represented in angular and
spatial-frequency domain with NR = 16 antennas respectively.
In Fig. 3.2(a), we consider an angular shift ∆φ = 60◦. It is obvious that the HPBW
varies with the steering angle. A mathematical description is provided below. When both
φA,p and φR,nw are shifted by ∆φ, following from (3.4), we have the relationship between
the beam pattern and the angular shift ∆φ given by
|η(φA,p +∆φ, φR,nw +∆φ)|
2 =
⏐⏐⏐⏐sin(π2NR(sin(φA,p +∆φ)− sin(φR,nw +∆φ)))sin(π
2
(sin(φA,p +∆φ)− sin(φR,nw +∆φ)))
⏐⏐⏐⏐2
̸= |η(φA,p, φR,nw)|
2 , if ∆φ ̸= 0.
(3.8)
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The above equation tells us that the beam pattern shape always changes if ∆φ ̸= 0.
On the other hand, we consider a spatial frequency shift ∆κ = 16·sin60
◦
2
= 6.93 in Fig.
3.2(b) and can find that the HPBW still keeps constant when the beam pattern shifts
[JD92]. The relationship between the beam pattern and the spatial frequency shift ∆κ
can be expressed by
|η(κA,p +∆κ, κR,nw +∆κ)|
2 =
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ sin (π((κA,p +∆κ)− (κR,nw +∆κ)))sin( π
NR
((κA,p +∆κ)− (κR,nw +∆κ))
)
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
2
=
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ sin (π(κA,p − κR,nw))sin( π
NR
(κA,p − κR,nw)
)
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
2
= |η(κA,p, κR,nw)|
2 .
(3.9)
It implies that the beam pattern shape always keeps constant for any value of ∆κ.
Given two analog beamforming vectors with respect to the normalized spatial frequen-
cies κR,i and κR,j, where κi ̸= κj, the orthogonality between two analog beamforming holds
iff
|η(κR,i, κR,j)|2 = 0. (3.10)
From the definition of beam pattern (3.5), we can conclude that the two analog beam-
forming vectors are orthogonal if the difference between the normalized spatial frequencies
is an integer and satisfies
κR,i − κR,j ∈ {−NR + 1, · · · ,−1, 1, · · · , NR − 1}. (3.11)
We further provide an example of 16 candidates for analog beam patterns in Fig. 3.3.
In Fig. 3.3(a), the 16 beam patterns are shown in the angular domain, while in Fig. 3.3(b),
the equivalent 16 beam patterns are shown in the spatial frequency domain and they look
more like mutually orthogonal.
The beam patterns of orthogonal codebooks have uniformly distributed spatial fre-
quencies. From Fig. 3.3, we can see that the maximum deviation of the beamforming
gain is about 3 dB. Compared with a non-orthogonal codebook with the same number
of beam patterns, orthogonal codebooks yield higher data rate when AoAs are uniformly
distributed as well [CKF16].
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(a) 16 candidates for steering angles:
{−70,−54,−43,−34,−26,−18,−11,−4, 4, 11, 18, 26, 34, 43, 54, 70} in
degree.
(b) 16 candidates for normalized spatial frequencies:
{−7.5,−6.5,−5.5,−4.5,−3.5,−2.5,−1.5,−0.5, 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5}.
Fig. 3.3. Beam patterns of 16 mutually orthogonal analog beamforming vec-
tors shown in the angular and spatial-frequency domain with NR = 16 anten-
nas.
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Fig. 3.4. A training sequence of length K is used to train a beam pair.
3.2 Joint Channel Estimation and Hybrid Beam-
forming Problem
Borrowing the idea of compressed sensing that recovers a sparse signal using orthogonal
dictionaries, we use orthogonal codebooks to simplify a joint channel estimation and
hybrid beamforming problem.
3.2.1 Observation Acquisition
In the hybrid beamforming system, to obtain the observations for channel estimation,
a codebook training procedure is necessary in the beginning. As mentioned in Section
2.1.3.3, the observations used for either channel estimation or hybrid beamforming design
already include the effect of analog beamforming, see Fig. 2.6. Since we do not know which
candidates for analog beam pairs can provide reliable link quality, a simple cure for this
issue is to train all possible analog beam pairs. In 5G new radio (NR) [3GP17c], the same
procedure is performed in the phase of beam management. Fig. 3.4 depicts the concept of
the codebook training: an analog beam pair is trained by transmitting a training sequence
of length K.
By transmitting known pilot signals {s[k]}K−1k=0 that satisfy the condition of |s[k]|2 =
1 ∀k, the observations used for channel estimation at subcarrier k for a specific beam pair
(f̃nf , w̃nw) can be obtained by correlating the received pilot signal with its transmitted
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signal:
ynw,nf [k] =
s∗[k]
|s[k]|2
(
w̃HnwH[k]f̃nf s[k] + w̃
H
nwn[k]
)
  
received pilot signal
= w̃HnwH[k]f̃nf +
s∗[k]
|s[k]|2
w̃Hnwn[k]  
znw,nf [k]
= w̃HnwH[k]f̃nf + znw,nf [k],
(3.12)
where f̃nf is the n
th
f column of the codebook F and w̃nw is the nthw column of the codebook
W . Note that both F and W are assume to be orthogonal codebooks in this chapter.
Similar observations become available on all subcarriers k = 0, · · · , K−1, and the effective
noise signal znw,nf [k] ∼ CN (0, σ2n) still has a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and
variance σ2n due to rotational symmetry of the original noise probability density function.
The observation ynw,nf [k] can also be viewed as a coupling coefficient that corresponds
to a coupling of a beam pair on both sides of the channel.
Collecting the coupling coefficients associated with all the combinations of w̃nw and
f̃nf in a matrix, we have
Y[k] =
⎡⎢⎣ y1,1[k] · · · y1,NF [k]... . . . ...
yNW ,1[k] · · · yNW ,NF [k]
⎤⎥⎦
= W̃HH[k]F̃+ Z[k],
(3.13)
where F̃ = [f̃1, · · · , f̃NF ] and W̃ = [w̃1, · · · , w̃NW ] are the matrices consisting of all the
members of F and W respectively.
3.2.2 Channel Estimation
In (3.13), only the channel matrix H[k] and the effective noise matrix Z[k] are unknown.
To proceed with the channel estimation, we vectorize the observation matrix Y[k] and
use rules for Kronecker product9 [CRKF16]:
vec(Y[k]) = (F̃T ⊗ W̃H)  
Φ
vec(H[k]) + vec(Z[k])
(a)
= Φ vec(AAα[k]A
H
D) + vec(Z[k])
= Φ (A∗D ⊗AA) vec(α[k]) + vec(Z[k]),
(3.14)
9 Given an equation A = A1A2A3, where A1, A2 and A3 are arbitrary complex matrices, we have the
vectorization of A written by vec(A) = (AT3 ⊗A1)vec(A2).
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where ⊗ stands for the Kronecker product [Gra81], and (a) follows from an alternative
expression of H[k] given by
H[k]
(2.21)
=
P∑
p=1
αp e
−j2πklp/K  
,αp[k]
aA(φA,p) a
H
D(φD,p)
=
P∑
p=1
αp[k] aA(φA,p) a
H
D(φD,p)
=
[
aA(φA,1) · · · aA(φA,P )
]
  
AA∈CNR×P
⎡⎢⎣ α1[k] · · · 0... . . . ...
0 · · · αP [k]
⎤⎥⎦
  
α[k]∈CP×P
⎡⎢⎣ a
H
D(φD,1)
...
aHD(φD,P )
⎤⎥⎦
  
AHD∈C
P×NT
= AAα[k]A
H
D .
(3.15)
In (3.14), vec(Y[k]) ∈ CNFNW×1 is the observation vector, and Φ ∈ CNFNW×NTNR is
the sensing matrix in the terminology of compressed sensing.10 The sensing matrix Φ is
generated from the codebooks F andW ; it is a constant matrix and known to the receiver.
Given the observation vector vec(Y[k]), one can use the least-squares (LS) method to
estimate H[k] [GVL96]
vec(ĤLS[k]) = (Φ
HΦ)−1ΦHvec(Y[k]). (3.16)
However, we do not consider this solution in our work because when the number P of
paths is sparse, it makes more sense to find the sparse angular-domain signals rather than
to estimate the large-size channel matrix. After all, we are going to cope with a hybrid
beamforming that has only a few analog beam pairs.
From the perspective of beamforming, whether the HPBW of the employed ana-
log beams can cover the angular spread(s) of the dominant cluster(s) is more critical
[BHSN10]. Accordingly, we try to approximate the array propagation vectors by using
the members of the codebooks F and W (i.e., candidates for analog beamforming vec-
tors). It implies that the continuous AoDs and AoAs are approximated by the candidates
for discrete steering angles.
First, let us denote the discretized version of the array response matrices by AD and
AA and, therefore, (3.14) can be approximated by
vec(Y[k]) ≈ Φ (A∗D ⊗AA) vec(α[k]) + vec(Z[k]), (3.17)
where the diagonal matrix α[k] ∈ CP̂×P̂ is the approximation of α[k] ∈ CP×P , P̂ is the
number of resolvable paths and NRF ≤ P̂ ≤ P , and the columns of AD ∈ CNT×P̂ and
AA ∈ CNR×P̂ are selected from F and W respectively. Taking Fig. 3.5 as an example,
10 A short description of compressed sensing is provided in Appendix B.
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Fig. 3.5. An example of a cluster-based mmWave channel model (copied from
Fig. 2.7(b)).
there are P = 9 paths and probably P̂ = 3 resolvable paths (depending on the HPBW
and angular spreads). The process from (3.14) to (3.17) can be regarded as approximating
continuous functions by their discrete counterparts.
In (3.17), the vector vec(α[k]) ∈ CP̂ 2×1 is assumed to be a P̂ -sparse vector (i.e., only
P̂ non-zero diagonal entries of α[k] ∈ CP̂×P̂ ). Also, vec(α[k]), k = 0, · · · , K − 1, have
the same sparsity profile so that the indices of the non-zero entries are independent of
subcarrier [CREKD05]. When these two conditions hold, the channel estimation prob-
lem is a typical compressed sensing problem (see Appendix B). It can be formulated
as follows: minimizing the sum of the squared errors between the observations and the
approximations across all subcarriers [CRKF17a]
(ÂD, ÂA, α̂[k] ∀k) = arg min
AD,AA,α[k] ∀k
K−1∑
k=0
∥vec(Y[k])−Φ(A∗D ⊗AA)vec(α[k])∥
2
2 ,
s.t.
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
aD,p̂ ∈ F , aA,p̂ ∈ W , p̂ = 1, · · · , P̂ ,
rank(AD) = rank(AA) = P̂ ,
∥vec(α[k])∥0 = P̂ ∀k,
(3.18)
where aD,p̂ is the p̂ column of AD, aA,p̂ is the p̂ column of AA, and the two full rank
constraints ensure that there are no repeated steering vectors selected from F and W
[CRKF16]. The l0-norm of vec(α[k]) is defined by [FR13]
∥vec(α[k])∥0 , card(supp(vec(α[k]))), (3.19)
where card(·) stands for the cardinality of a set, and the support of vec(α[k]) is the index
set of the non-zero entries, i.e.,
supp(vec(α[k])) , {p̂ : [α[k]]p̂,p̂ ̸= 0}. (3.20)
The channel estimation problem described above was formulated as a standard com-
pressed sensing problem. It can be solved by the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)
algorithm [CW11], which is is an iterative greedy algorithm which selects the column at
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each iteration that has the highest correlation with the current residual. To let readers
understand the basic idea of the OMP algorithm, a simple example is provided as follows
and a detailed introduction to compressed sensing and the OMP algorithm is described
in Appendix B.
Example 3.2. Given an observation vector y = [3, 2, 1]T and a codebook W consisting
of basis vectors,
W =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
⎡⎢⎣ 10
0
⎤⎥⎦ ,
⎡⎢⎣ 01
0
⎤⎥⎦ ,
⎡⎢⎣ 00
1
⎤⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ .
Now we would like to find two columns of W that best approximate the observation vector
using the OMP algorithm. The OMP algorithm is summarized in the following steps:
1. Let the residual yR = y and n = 1.
2. Calculate the inner products of yR and the columns of W .
3. Select the column yielding the maximum absolute value of the inner products and
denote it by ŵn.
4. Update the residual yR = yR − ŵn(ŵHn ŵn)−1ŵHn yR.
5. Let n = n+ 1 and repeat Steps 2-4 until n = 3.
In this example, the two columns of W that best approximate y are [1, 0, 0]T and [0, 1, 0]T .
3.2.3 Problem Reformulation
From (3.18), we obtain the estimate of channel matrix, denoted by Ĥ[k] = ÂAα̂[k]Â
H
D .
Then, the precoder and combiner can be solved by using the SVD of Ĥ[k], i.e., the two
minimization problems (2.34) and (2.35) in Section 2.5. These two minimization problems
can also be solved by the OMP algorithm due to the fact that the goal of the precoder
and combiner is to transmit and receive the signal power toward the sparse resolvable
paths [AHAS+12, CRKF17b].
Interestingly, when both the channel estimation and hybrid beamforming are imple-
mented by the OMP algorithm, the observations used in the channel estimation can be
used for the analog beam selection directly [CKRF16, CRKF17b], see Fig. 3.6 and refer
to Fig. 3.1 for more details. In other words, vec(Y[k]) can further approximated by
vec(Y[k]) ≈ Φ (F∗RF ⊗WRF ) vec([α[k]]1:NRF ,1:NRF ) + vec(Z[k]), (3.21)
which is derived from Theorem 3.1, stated as follows.
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Fig. 3.6. The selected analog beams using two different approaches are the
same if we use the OMP algorithm to implement the channel estimation and
hybrid beamforming with the same orthogonal dictionaries.
Theorem 3.1. If we use the OMP algorithm to find the precoder and combiner based on
the SVD of Ĥ[k], where Ĥ[k] = ÂAα̂[k]Â
H
D is obtained from (3.18), the spatial channel
estimation problem is equivalent to analog beam selection problem.
Proof. See Appendix C.
From Theorem 3.1, the joint channel estimation and hybrid beamforming problem is
converted into a simpler analog beam selection problem. That is, we can use the observa-
tion vector vec(Y[k]) to implement analog beam selection directly. In the next section, the
analog beam selection based on the observation vector vec(Y[k]) is introduced in detail.
3.3 Analog Beam Selection
In the analog beam selection problem, given vec(Y[k]) represented in (3.21), we seek for
FRF and WRF that minimize the sum of the squared errors between the observations and
approximations across all subcarriers subject to the constraints on FRF , WRF :
(F̂RF ,ŴRF ) = arg min
FRF ,WRF
K−1∑
k=0
∥vec(Y[k])−Φ(F∗RF ⊗WRF )vec([α[k]]1:NRF ,1:NRF )∥
2
2 ,
s.t.
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
fRF,nrf ∈ F ,wRF,nrf ∈ W ∀nrf ,
rank(FRF ) = rank(WRF ) = NRF ,
∥vec([α[k]]1:NRF ,1:NRF )∥0 = NRF ∀k.
(3.22)
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Algorithm 3.1: Analog Beam Selection by the OMP Algorithm.
% Idea of the algorithm: Select the beam pair (f̃nf , w̃nw) at each iteration that leads to
% the highest correlation with the current residual.
Input: {yV [k] = vec(Y[k]) ∀k}, F̃ = [f̃1, · · · , f̃NF ], and W̃ = [w̃1, · · · , w̃NW ]
Output: F̂RF , ŴRF
1. F̂RF = empty matrix, ŴRF = empty matrix
2. yR[k] = yV [k] % yR[k]: residual
3. Θ = Φ(F̃∗ ⊗ W̃)
4. for nrf = 1 : NRF
5. (f̂RF,nrf , ŵRF,nrf ) = arg max
i = (nf − 1)NW + nw,
f̃nf ∈ F\F ′,
w̃nw ∈ W\W ′,
∑K−1
k=0
[Θ]H:,i yR[k]2
2
,
where F ′ = {f̂RF,1, · · · , f̂RF,nrf−1} and W ′ = {ŵRF,1, · · · , ŵRF,nrf−1}
6. F̂RF = [F̂RF | f̂RF,nrf ] and ŴRF = [ŴRF | ŵRF,nrf ]
7. Θ̂ = Φ(F̂∗RF ⊗ ŴRF )
8. yR[k] = (INFNW − Θ̂(Θ̂
H
Θ̂)−1Θ̂
H
)yV [k]
9. end
Similar to the channel estimation problem (3.18), the analog beam selection can also be
solved by the OMP algorithm as well, and the pseudocode of the analog beam selection
algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.1.
In Algorithm 3.1 Step 3, interestingly, the matrix Θ is the identity matrix because
the columns of F̃ and W̃ are chosen from the orthogonal codebooks F and W , i.e.,
Θ = Φ(F̃∗ ⊗ W̃)
= (F̃T ⊗ W̃H)  
Φ in (3.14)
(F̃∗ ⊗ W̃)
= F̃T F̃∗ ⊗ W̃HW̃
= INFNW .
(3.23)
Therefore, {θi, i = 1, · · · , NFNW} is the standard basis for CNFNW×1, where θi is the ith
column of Θ, and the inner product of θi and the residual yR[k] at the n
th
rf iteration in
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Algorithm 3.1 Step 5 can be written as
θHi yR[k] = θ
H
i
yR[k] (see Algorithm 3.1 Step 8)  
(INFNW − Θ̂(Θ̂
H
Θ̂  
Inrf−1
)−1Θ̂
H
)yV [k], where yV [k] = vec(Y[k]),
= θHi (INFNW − Θ̂Θ̂
H
)yV [k]
= θHi yV [k]− θHi (θ̂1θ̂
H
1 + · · ·+ θ̂nrf−1θ̂
H
nrf−1)yV [k]
=
⎧⎨⎩0, if θi ∈ {θ̂1, · · · , θ̂nrf−1},θHi yV [k], if θi /∈ {θ̂1, · · · , θ̂nrf−1},
(3.24)
The full rank constraint in (3.22) ensures that the first condition θi ∈ {θ̂1, · · · , θ̂nrf−1}
in (3.24) will not happen. Accordingly, from the second condition θi /∈ {θ̂1, · · · , θ̂nrf−1},
we can find that
θHi yR[k] = θ
H
i yV [k] = ynw,nf [k], (3.25)
where the second equality follows from the fact that θi is a standard basis vector. That
is, θHi yV [k] returns the i
th entry of yV [k], where i = (nf − 1)NW + nw, or the (nw, nf )-th
entry of Y[k].
The result shown in (3.25) implies that it is not necessary to update the residual yR[k]
in Step 8 at every iteration. Instead, the analog beams can be decided according to the
magnitude of the codebook training results {ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf , k}, obtained from (3.12).
As a result, the maximization in Algorithm 3.1 Step 5 is equivalent to selecting the NRF
analog beam pairs according to the sorted sum of the power of the observations across all
subcarriers:
(f̂RF,nrf , ŵRF,nrf ) = arg max
f̃nf ∈ F\F ′, w̃nw ∈ W\W ′
K−1∑
k=0
⏐⏐ynw,nf [k]⏐⏐2 , (3.26)
where F ′ = {f̂RF,n, n = 1, · · · , nrf − 1} and W ′ = {ŵRF,n, n = 1, · · · , nrf − 1} are the sets
containing already selected analog beamforming vectors from iteration 1 to nrf − 1. The
pseudocode of the second version is given as follows:
Algorithm 3.2: Analog Beam Selection Based on Power Estimates.
Input: {ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf , k}
Output: F̂RF , ŴRF
1. for nrf = 1 : NRF
2. (f̂RF,nrf , ŵRF,nrf ) = arg max
f̃nf ∈ F\F ′
w̃nw ∈ W\W ′
∑K−1
k=0
⏐⏐ynw,nf [k]⏐⏐2
3. where F ′ = {f̂RF,1, · · · , f̂RF,nrf−1} and W ′ = {ŵRF,1, · · · , ŵRF,nrf−1}
4. end
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Fig. 3.7. Coupling coefficients in the spatial-frequency domain are sparse at
mmWave frequencies.
Compared with Algorithm 3.1 which uses the OMP algorithm to find the analog
beam pairs, Algorithm 3.2 only calculates the power of the observations. These two
algorithms obtain the same selected beam pairs, but the latter has much less computa-
tional complexity. We also provide an alternative explanation for Algorithm 3.2: let
us consider a special case that F̃ and W̃H in (3.13) are the IDFT and DFT matrices
respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.7. The coupling coefficients {ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf , k} are in
essence the sparse spatial-frequency-domain signals; whose magnitudes perform as more
or less reliable measurements for the analog beam selection.
3.4 Digital Beamforming
In the previous section, the problem of analog beam selection (3.26) is not formulated
as a throughput maximization problem as we claimed in Section 2.4. Instead, it is a
power maximization problem. The selected analog beamforming vectors together with
the channel matrix can be regarded as the effective channel. Given an effective channel,
the problem of digital beamforming is discussed in this section.
3.4.1 Design Goal of Digital Beamforming
Given the selected analog beam pairs (F̂RF ,ŴRF ), the hybrid beamforming problem
(2.32) turns out to be a digital beamforming problem: to maximize the system throughput
subject to the power constraints, i.e.,
max
(FBB [k],WBB [k]) ∀k
K−1∑
k=0
I(F̂RF ,ŴRF ,FBB[k],WBB[k]),
s.t.
⎧⎨⎩tr
(
F̂RFFBB[k]RsF
H
BB[k]F̂
H
RF
)
= tr(Rs) ∀k,
WHBB[k]Ŵ
H
RFŴRFWBB[k] = INS ∀k,
(3.27)
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where
I(F̂RF ,ŴRF ,FBB[k],WBB[k])
= log2 det
(
INS +
1
σ2n
(
WHBB[k]Ŵ
H
RFH[k]F̂RFFBB[k]
)
Rs
(
WHBB[k]Ŵ
H
RFH[k]F̂RFFBB[k]
)H)
.
(3.28)
Theoretically, the achievable data rate of (3.27) is less than or equal to (2.32); the equality
holds iff F̂RF = FRF,Opt and ŴRF = WRF,Opt.
The selected analog beamforming matrices are constant within one OFDM symbol
duration. Together with the channel matrix H[k] ∀k, the coupling of these three matrices
can be viewed as an effective channel (see Fig. 3.1), denoted by
HE[k] = Ŵ
H
RFH[k]F̂RF . (3.29)
Without any constraints on digital beamforming, in Telatar’s work [Tel99], it shows that
the optimal digital beamforming matrices are equal to the right- and left-singular vectors
ofHE[k] under the givenHE[k]. Therefore, our next step is to confirm whether the singular
vectors of HE[k] satisfy the power constraints. If so, they are the optimal solution to the
problem (3.27).
Let the SVD of HE[k] be
HE[k]
SVD
= UE[k]ΣE[k]V
H
E [k] (3.30)
and
F̂BB[k] = [VE[k]]:,1:NS , (3.31)
ŴBB[k] = [UE[k]]:,1:NS . (3.32)
In the constraints in (3.27), replacing FBB[k] and WBB[k] with [VE[k]]:,1:NS and
[UE[k]]:,1:NS respectively, we have
tr
(
F̂RF F̂BB[k]RsF̂
H
BB[k]F̂
H
RF
)
= tr
(
F̂RF [VE[k]]:,1:NS Rs [VE[k]]
H
:,1:NS
F̂HRF
)
= tr
⎛⎜⎝Rs [VE[k]]H:,1:NS F̂HRF F̂RF  
INRF
[VE[k]]:,1:NS
⎞⎟⎠
= tr (Rs)
(3.33)
and
ŴHBB[k]Ŵ
H
RFŴRFŴBB[k] = [UE[k]]
H
:,1:NS
ŴHRFŴRF  
INRF
[UE[k]]:,1:NS
= INS .
(3.34)
Therefore, we can conclude that [VE[k]]:,1:NS and [UE[k]]:,1:NS are the optimal solutions of
the digital beamforming matrices under the given effective channel HE[k] in the problem
(3.27).
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Fig. 3.8. The coupling coefficients are used to select the analog beam pairs
and construct the effective channel matrix ĤE[k].
3.4.2 Estimate of Effective Channel Matrix
Once we have the coupling coefficients, it is easy to obtain the estimate of the effective
channel. As mentioned above, HE[k] is the coupling of the channel and analog beamform-
ing on both sides. Its entries are fundamentally the coupling coefficients of the channel
and an analog beam pair, which are already available to the receiver, as given by (3.12).
Accordingly, the entries of HE[k] can be collected from the set {ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf , k} with-
out any further computation. For example, when there are NF = NW = 3 candidates for
analog beamforming vectors in the codebooks F = {f̃1, f̃2, f̃3} and W = {w̃1, w̃2, w̃3}, we
have the observation matrix given by (see (3.13))
Y[k] =
⎡⎢⎣ y1,1[k] y1,2[k] y1,3[k]y2,1[k] y2,2[k] y2,3[k]
y3,1[k] y3,2[k] y3,3[k]
⎤⎥⎦. (3.35)
If the number of RF chains NRF = 2 and the two selected analog beam pairs are (f̃1, w̃1)
and (f̃2, w̃3), the approximation of the effective channel matrix can be obtained by col-
lecting the coupling coefficients with respect to the selected analog beamforming vectors,
i.e., the (1, 1)th, (1, 3)th, (2, 1)th and (2, 3)th entries of Y, that is,
ĤE[k] =
[
y1,1[k] y1,3[k]
y2,1[k] y2,3[k]
]
=
[
w̃H1
w̃H2
]
H[k]
[
f̃1 f̃3
]
+
[
z1,1[k] z1,3[k]
z2,1[k] z2,3[k]
]
= ŴHRFH[k]F̂RF +
[
z1,1[k] z1,3[k]
z2,1[k] z2,3[k]
]
= HE[k] + ZE[k].
(3.36)
In summary, we presented a different strategy for hybrid beamforming implementation
with low complexity. It uses the codebook training results to select the analog beam pairs
and construct the associated effective channel matrix. After that, the SVD of the effective
channel leads to the corresponding optimal digital beamforming matrices. A block diagram
of the proposed hybrid beamforming approach is shown in Fig. 3.8. Compared with the
previously proposed methods [AH16, SY16b], we can omit the channel estimation and
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Table 3.1: List of simulation parameters.
Carrier frequency (GHz) fc = 38
Number of Tx antennas NT = 32
Number of Rx antennas NR = 32
Number of RF chains NRF = 2
Number of data streams NS = 2
Number of members of codebooks F and W NF = NW = 32
Number of subcarrier per OFDM symbol K = 512
Number of clusters C = 5 (1 LoS and 4 NLoS clusters)
Number of rays per cluster R = 8
SNR (linear scale) 1
NSσ2n
SVD for large antenna arrays. Only the SVD of smaller size matrices {ĤE[k] ∀k} is
required to get the digital beamforming matrices.
Once we find the analog and digital beamforming matrices, the global maximum
throughput can be further improved by optimizing the power allocation (i.e., by the
water-filling power allocation scheme [Tel99]) for NS data streams according to the effec-
tive channel condition.
3.5 Numerical Results
The simulation parameters are given in the first subsection and the detailed discussions
of the proposed hybrid beamforming algorithm are provided in the second subsection.
3.5.1 System Parameters
The simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.1. In addition, the columns of the code-
books F and W are mutually orthogonal. We assume that F and W have the same 32
candidates for the analog beamforming vectors, where the 32 candidates for the steering
angles are:
{
180◦
π
· sin−1
(
(nf−16)
16
)
, nf = 1, · · · , 32
}
[CKF16].
The cluster-based channel was introduced in Subsection 2.2.3 given by
H[k]
(2.22)
=
Q∑
q=1
αq e
−j2πklq/K
R∑
r=1
aA(φA,q,r) a
H
D(φD,q,r)  
cluster q
,
(3.37)
where
• αq ∈ C, q = 1, · · · , Q, are the complex cluster path gains, and the total power of Q
clusters is normalized to one, i.e.,
∑Q
q=1 |αq|2 = 1. The difference between LoS and
NLoS cluster power is about 20 dB [RMSS15].
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Fig. 3.9. An example of the cluster-based channel model.
• lq ∈ N0, q = 1, · · · , Q, are the delay indices. In OFDM systems, theoretically the
length LC of the cyclic prefix (CP), measured in units of the sampling interval, is
greater than the maximum (or root-mean-square) channel delay index. Therefore,
except for the first delay index equal to zero (l1 = 0), the others are assumed to be
uniformly distributed in the range of 0 to LC−1, i.e., lq ∼ U(0, LC−1), q = 2, · · · , Q.
• φD,q,r is the intra-cluster AoD for ray r in cluster q, characterized by its mean φD,q,
root-mean-square angular spread cD, and offset angle ∆r for ray r, see Fig. 3.9,
φD,q,r = φD,q + cD∆r, (3.38)
where φD,q ∼ U(−π2 ,
π
2
), ∆r and cD are respectively given in [3GP17b, Table 7.5-3]
and [3GP17b, Table 7.5-6]. In the same way, one can generate the intra-cluster AoA
φA,q,r.
• aD(φD,q,r) ∈ CNT×1 and aA(φA,q,r) ∈ CNR×1 are the array responses vectors at the
transmitter and receiver respectively:
aD(φD,q,r) =
1√
NT
[
1, e
−j 2π
λ0
sin(φD,q,r)∆d , · · · , e−j
2π
λ0
sin(φD,q,r) (NT−1)∆d
]T
, (3.39)
aA(φA,q,r) =
1√
NR
[
1, e
−j 2π
λ0
sin(φA,q,r)∆d , · · · , e−j
2π
λ0
sin(φA,q,r) (NR−1)∆d
]T
. (3.40)
The normalization factors
(
1√
NT
and 1√
NR
)
are considered in order to ensure that
the maximum beamforming gain is equal to one.
3.5.2 Reference Method
We chose the work in [AHAS+12] that implements the hybrid beamforming based on
explicit CSI as a reference method and extended it from a single carrier to multiple
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Fig. 3.10. A hybrid beamforming implementation method based on the SVD
of H[k], where H[k]
SVD
= U[k]Σ[k]VH [k].
carriers. The idea of the reference method is summarized as follows. Given the SVD of
the channel, H[k]
SVD
= U[k]Σ[k]VH [k] ∀k, the goal of the precoder design is to minimize
the Frobenius norm of the error between [V[k]]:,1:NS and the constructed precoder (see
Fig. 3.10, which is copied from Fig. 2.11):
(F̌RF , F̌BB[k] ∀k) = arg min
FRF ,FBB [k] ∀k
K−1∑
k=0
[V[k]]:,1:NS − FRFFBB[k]2F ,
s.t.
⎧⎨⎩fRF,nrf ∈ F ∀nrf ,∥FRFFBB[k]∥2F = NS ∀k.
(3.41)
The problem can be solved by the OMP algorithm and the pseudocode is shown in Al-
gorithm 3.3. Similarly, given [U[k]]:,1:NS , we have the corresponding solution to the
combiner, denoted by (W̌RF ,W̌BB[k] ∀k).
Once we have F̌RF ,W̌RF , F̌BB[k], and W̌BB[k], the corresponding throughput is cal-
culated by
IExplicit =
K−1∑
k=0
I(F̌RF ,W̌RF , F̌BB[k],W̌BB[k]), (3.42)
where (F̌RF ,W̌RF , F̌BB[k],W̌BB[k]) is obtained from Algorithm 3.3 with the inputs
{V[k] ∀k} and {U[k] ∀k}, and I(F̌RF ,W̌RF , F̌BB[k],W̌BB[k]) is the mutual information
on sub-channel k defined in (2.33).
Compared with Algorithm 3.3, Algorithm 3.2 uses the coupling coefficients as
the inputs. The coupling coefficients are commonly used for spatial channel estimation
[MRRGP+16, CRKF16], but in this thesis we use them to determine the hybrid beamform-
ers on both sides of the channel directly. As a result, the overhead of channel estimation
can be omitted.
In the simulations, in order to analyze the results of the reference and the proposed
methods, we simply assume that the transmitted power is equally allocated to NS data
streams, i.e., the covariance matrix of the transmitted signal Rs =
1
NS
INS . Moreover,
to clearly present the difference in throughput between the reference and the proposed
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Algorithm 3.3: Hybrid Beamforming Based on Explicit CSI.
Input: {V[k] ∀k}
Output: F̌RF , F̌BB[k] ∀k
1. F̌RF = empty matrix
2. VR[k] = [V[k]]:,1:NS
3. for nrf = 1, · · · , NRF
4. f̌RF,nrf = arg max
f̃nf ∈ F
K−1∑
k=0
f̃HnfVR[k]2F
5. F̌RF = [F̌RF | f̌P,nrf ]
6. VR[k] = (INT − F̌RF (F̌HRF F̌RF )−1F̌HRF ) [V[k]]:,1:NS
7. VR[k] =
VR[k]
∥VR[k]∥F
8. end
9. F̌BB[k] = (F̌
H
RF F̌RF )
−1F̌HRF [V[k]]:,1:NS
10. F̌BB[k] =
√
NS · F̌BB [k]∥F̌RF F̌BB [k]∥
F
methods, the experimental throughput values of both methods are normalized by the
statistical average throughput achieved by fully digital beamforming (DBF), i.e.,
IDBF =
K−1∑
k=0
NS∑
ns=1
log2
(
1 +
1
NSσ2n
[
Σ2[k]
]
ns,ns
)
, (3.43)
where the diagonal entries of Σ2[k] are the eigenvalues of H[k]HH [k]. The spectral effi-
ciency of the fully digital beamforming (IDBF/K) from SNR = −20 dB to 30 dB (step
by 5 dB) is: {0.05, 0.14, 0.41, 1.03, 2.17, 3.77, 5.79, 8.17, 10.91, 13.95, 17.13} in bit/s/Hz.11
3.5.3 Performance Analysis
Fig. 3.11 shows the achievable data rates using the reference (curve Explicit CSI ) and
the proposed methods with and without noise effect on the coupling coefficients (curves
Implicit CSI and Implicit CSI, NF, where NF stands for noise free). Curve Implicit CSI
is calculated by
IImplicit =
K−1∑
k=0
I(F̂RF ,ŴRF , F̂BB[k],ŴBB[k]), (3.44)
where (F̂RF ,ŴRF , F̂BB[k],ŴBB[k]) is the output of Algorithm 3.2. The other curve
Implicit CSI, NF is calculated in the same way as (3.44) but with noise-free observations.
That is, the inputs of Algorithm 3.2, {ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf , k}, do not take into account
the noise effect.
11 If we have an available bandwidth of 1GHz, the throughput of the fully digital beamforming system from
SNR = −20 dB to 30 dB (step by 5 dB) is: {0.05, 0.14, 0.41, 1.03, 2.17, 3.77, 5.79, 8.17, 10.91, 13.95, 17.13}
in Gbit/s. 5G NR technologies have to satisfy ITU IMT-2020 requirements, which specifies a peak data
rate of 20 Gbit/s [ITU15].
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Fig. 3.11. Achievable throughput (normalized by IDBF ) of the reference and
the proposed methods.
In Fig. 3.11, the proposed approach achieves higher data rates than the reference
in the SNR range between −5 and 15 dB. As these two methods are implemented in
different ways, an example is provided to explain this result. Simply let the number of
subcarriers equal to one (K = 1) and the channel is conditional on a specific channel state
H[k] = H[1] (which is not printed since its size is 32 × 32), we have the achievable data
rates using the reference method at SNR = 5, 10 dB as follows
IExplicit = log2 det
(
I2 +
1
NSσ2n
(
W̌HBB[1]W̌
H
RFW̌RFW̌BB[1]
)−1
·W̌HBB[1]W̌HRFH[1]F̌RF F̌BB[1]
(
W̌HBB[1]W̌
H
RFH[1]F̌RF F̌BB[1]
)H)
= log2 det
(
I2 +
1
NSσ2n
[
0.8544 −0.0411− 0.1382i
−0.0411 + 0.1382i 1.2642
]
·
[
2.4310 + 0.0066i 0.2553 + 0.7354i
0.0788− 0.2851i 0.2271− 0.0030i
][
2.4310− 0.0066i 0.0788 + 0.2851i
0.2553− 0.7354i 0.2271 + 0.0030i
]H⎞⎠
= log2 det
(
I2 +
1
NSσ2n
[
5.4377 + 0.0015i 0.2041 + 0.7167i
0.0426− 0.1883i 0.0467− 0.0015i
])
=
⎧⎨⎩3.3142, SNR = 5 dB14.8851, SNR = 20 dB .
(3.45)
On the other hand, in the proposed method, we use noise-free observations and the
achievable data rates (denoted by IImplicit,NF ) conditional on the same channel state at
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Fig. 3.12. Hybrid beamforming based on explicit and implicit CSI requires
different observations.
SNR = 5, 10 dB are give by
IImplicit,NF
= log2 det
(
I2 +
1
NSσ2n
ŴHBB[1]Ŵ
H
RFH[1]F̂RF F̂BB[1]
(
ŴHBB[1]Ŵ
H
RFH[1]F̂RF F̂BB[1]
)H)
= log2 det
⎛⎝I2 + 1
NSσ2n
[
2.3742 0
0 0.1226
][
2.3742 0
0 0.1226
]H⎞⎠
= log2 det
(
I2 +
1
NSσ2n
[
5.6368 0
0 0.015
])
=
⎧⎨⎩3.3432, SNR = 5 dB14.551, SNR = 20 dB .
(3.46)
In this case, when SNR = 5 dB, IImplicit,NF is greater than IExplicit. Nevertheless, when
SNR = 20 dB, IImplicit,NF is less than IExplicit. In (3.45), when the absolute values of the off-
diagonal entries of the coupling matrix W̌HBB[k]W̌
H
RFH[k]F̌RF F̌BB[k] are relatively large,
it is difficult to conclude the relationship between IExplicit and IImplicit,NF (or IImplicit). The
reference method uses least-squares estimator to find the digital beamforming matrices
(see Algorithm 3.3 Step 9), which may lead to non-zero off-diagonal entries of the
coupling matrix and they more or less degrade the performance. On average, IImplicit
outperforms IExplicit in the SNR range between −5 and 15 dB.
Although IImplicit is less than IExplicit in the low and high SNR regimes, the proposed
method only requires the coupling coefficients as observations. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the
inputs to the hybrid beamforming of these two methods are different. In the reference
method, it uses the right- and left-singular vectors of H[k] (i.e., explicit CSI). On the
other hand, the proposed method uses the noisy coupling coefficients as observations.
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Conventionally, without available CSI, the coupling coefficients are required for channel
estimation, and we use them to implement hybrid beamforming directly. As a result, the
proposed method significantly reduces the complexity.
3.6 Summary
This chapter introduced the channel estimation and hybrid beamforming methods ex-
ploiting orthogonal codebooks. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:
• mmWave channels show sparsity in the angular domain. The sparse angular-domain
channel components can be constructed by the OMP algorithm with orthogonal
dictionaries (or codebooks). In practice, orthogonal codebooks can be realized by
using a Butler matrix that produces mutually orthogonal analog beams [BL61].
• If the estimated array response vectors are mutually orthogonal, they can be used
to implement hybrid beamforming directly. That means, the SVD of the estimated
channel matrix can be omitted.
• If both channel estimation and hybrid beamforming are implemented by the OMP
algorithm with the same orthogonal codebooks, the spatial channel estimation prob-
lem is equivalent to the analog beam selection problem.
• Hybrid beamforming implementation based on the power of coupling coefficients
achieves the same throughput as the result based on the SVD of the estimated
channel matrix.
The proposed hybrid beamforming approach in this chapter is limited to orthogonal code-
books. Based on this work, an enhanced version of hybrid beamforming method that is
applicable to any type of codebook will be introduced in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Generalized Approach to Hybrid
Beamforming
In Chapter 3, we showed that the analog beam selection could be simply implemented by
the coupling coefficients of the channel and analog beamforming. However, the selected
analog beam pairs according to the sorted energy estimates of the coupling coefficients
may not always lead to the optimal solution to the throughput maximization problem.
As mentioned in Subsection 2.1.3.3, digital beamformers provide more degrees of free-
dom in the hybrid beamforming designs. We have not yet considered the effect of digital
beamforming during the analog beam selection phase. To find the optimal analog beam
pairs, one has to further take into account the linear combinations of analog beamforming
vectors with the weights of digital beamformers as coefficients.
Although the first NRF (the number of RF chains) selected analog beam pairs may
not be equal to the optimal solution, they are still promising candidates compared with
others with much lower energy. In this chapter, we will present how to find the optimal or
near-optimal solution based on the work introduced in the previous chapter. The whole
concept can be outlined as follows:
• The NRF selected analog beam pairs are not necessarily optimal. A simple cure to
the problem is to reserve a few more than NRF analog beam pairs based on the
sorted energy estimates.
• Given a set including more than NRF selected analog beam pairs, we try all NRF -
combinations of the set to construct the effective channel matrices. Then, the one
whose singular values lead to the maximum throughput implies that the correspond-
ing analog beam pairs are optimal.
• With more candidates in the set, the number of computations of the SVD of the ef-
fective channel matrices increases exponentially. To reduce the computational com-
plexity, we use the Frobenius norm of the effective channel (at low SNR) or the
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absolute value of the determinant of the effective channel (at high SNR) as a per-
formance indicator to find the optimum beam pairs.
4.1 Near-Optimal Hybrid Beamforming
In the hybrid beamforming system, the objective of the precoder FRFFBB[k] ∀k and the
associated combiner WRFWBB[k] ∀k is to achieve the maximum throughput across all
subcarriers subject to the power constraints on FRF , WRF , FBB[k], and WBB[k] ∀k, as
introduced in Section 2.4. If explicit CSI is available, the problem of the precoder and
combiner can be solved by exploiting the SVD of the channel matrix [AHAS+12, AH16,
SY16b].
Here we consider a more pragmatic approach that channel knowledge is neither given
nor estimated. To efficiently get the solution of (2.32) without the channel knowledge, we
try an alternative expression of (2.32): given two sets IF and IW containing all (or some)
candidates for FRF and WRF , the maximum achievable data rate of (2.32) is greater than
or equal to
max
FRF∈IF ,WRF∈IW
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
max
(FBB [k],WBB [k]) ∀k
K−1∑
k=0
I(FRF ,WRF ,FBB[k],WBB[k])
s.t.
⎧⎨⎩tr
(
FRFFBB[k]RsF
H
BB[k]F
H
RF
)
= tr(Rs) ∀k
WHBB[k]W
H
RFWRFWBB[k] = INS ∀k
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭  
ILM (FRF ,WRF ): local maximum throughput
= max
FRF∈IF ,WRF∈IW
ILM(FRF ,WRF ).
(4.1)
These two versions of the hybrid beamforming problem will have the same maximum
throughput if IF and IW include FRF,Opt and WRF,Opt (see Section 2.4) respectively
[CRKF18b, CRKF18a].
The reformulated problem in (4.1) becomes simpler because, given FRF and WRF , the
inner problem (to obtain the local maximum throughput ILM(FRF ,WRF )) is similar to
conventional fully digital beamforming designs subject to some power constraints [Tel99,
VT02].12 Intuitively, to find the solution to the inner problem is not a difficult task. On the
other hand, to solve the outer problem by an additional maximization over all members
of IF and IW seems to be a more critical issue. Reserving more candidates for analog
beamforming matrices in IF and IW definitely increases the probability of finding the
optimal solution. However, it is a trade-off between performance and complexity. Our
motivation is to find IF and IW , which ideally include FRF,Opt, WRF,Opt, and perhaps few
other candidates, and then select a pair (FRF ,WRF ) from IF and IW that leads to the
maximum throughput.
12 In Subsection 3.4.1, we provided the solution to digital beamforming when using orthogonal codebooks.
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4.1.1 Initial Analog Beam Selection
In (3.26), we introduced the idea that the NRF analog beam pairs can be selected according
to the sorted power of coupling coefficients given by
ynw,nf [k] = w̃
H
nwH[k]f̃nf + znw,nf [k]. (4.2)
When the columns of F and W are mutually orthogonal, the sum of the power of K
coupling coefficients in one OFDM symbol can be used for the analog beam selection
directly. Consequently, M (assume M ≥ NRF , which will be explained later) analog beam
pairs can be selected individually and sequentially:
(f̂m, ŵm) = arg max
f̃nf ∈ F\F ′, w̃nw ∈ W\W ′
K−1∑
k=0
⏐⏐ynw,nf [k]⏐⏐2 , (4.3)
where m = 1, · · · ,M , F ′ = {f̂n, n = 1, · · · ,m− 1} and W ′ = {ŵn, n = 1, · · · ,m− 1} are
the sets consisting of the selected analog beamforming vectors from iteration 1 to m− 1.
Different to (3.26), here we reserve more than NRF beam pairs for the reason that
the effect of digital beamforming has not yet been considered during the analog beam
selection phase. The first NRF selected analog beam pairs according to the sorted values
of
∑K−1
k=0 |ynw,nf [k]|2 ∀nw, nf have a high probability to be the optimal solution (i.e.,
FRF,Opt and WRF,Opt defined in Section 2.4), but we cannot confirm that they are always
equal to FRF,Opt and WRF,Opt.
In addition, (4.3) is derived from the assumption that F and W are orthogonal
codebooks. To find the optimal solution for any type of codebook (orthogonal or non-
orthogonal), one has to further take into account linear combinations of NRF analog
beamforming vectors selected from {f̂m ∀m} and {ŵm ∀m} with coefficients in digital
beamforming.
4.1.2 Candidate Set of Analog Beamforming Matrices
To further try different linear combinations of NRF analog beamforming vectors selected
from {f̂m ∀m} and {ŵm ∀m}, we define two sets IF and IW consisting of all combinations
of NRF members chosen from {f̂m,m = 1, · · · ,M} and {ŵm,m = 1, · · · ,M}, respectively,
which can be written as
IF = {FRF,if , if = 1, · · · , IF},
IW = {WRF,iw , iw = 1, · · · , IW},
(4.4)
where the cardinality IF = IW =
(
M
NRF
)
of both sets is given by the binomial coefficient.
The notations FRF,if and WRF,iw respectively denote the i
th
f and i
th
w candidates for the
analog beamforming matrices FRF and WRF . When M becomes large, there is a high
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probability that IF and IW include the global optimum solution (FRF,Opt and WRF,Opt).
Example 4.1. To illustrate the concept, let us consider a scenario with NT = NR = 8
antenna elements, codebook sizes NF = NW = 8, the same orthogonal codebook
F = W at the transmitter and receiver with the candidates for steering angles given
by {−90◦(or 90◦),−48.59◦,−30◦,−14.48◦, 0◦, 14.48◦, 30◦, 48.59◦}, and NRF = 2 available
RF chains to transmit NS = 2 data streams at SNR = 5 dB.
The channel realization as depicted in Fig. 4.1 has two paths. In Fig. 4.1(a), two analog
beam pairs selected according to (4.3) steer towards these two paths (highlighted in red).
Before digital beamforming comes into play, the analog beamforming vectors would be
used with the same weighting. If more than NRF = 2 analog beam pairs are reserved,
more options with digital beamforming can be explored. In this example, with M = 4,
we have IF = IW =
(
M
NRF
)
=
(
4
2
)
= 6 members in both IF and IW , see Fig. 4.2. We
enumerate them explicitly as
IF = {FRF,if , if = 1, · · · , 6},
IW = {WRF,iw , iw = 1, · · · , 6}.
For instance, we have the first candidates in IF and IW : FRF,1 = [f̃5, f̃6] and WRF,1 =
[w̃3, w̃4]. Therefore, one can try 36 pairs, {(FRF,if ,WRF,iw) | ∀if , iw}, to determine the
optimal weightings in the digital beamforming matrices and the corresponding analog
beamforming matrices, which will be detailed in the following subsections. In general,
there will be a competition between spatial multiplexing gain over different propagation
paths and power gain available from the dominant path. In this case, the two analog
beam pairs highlighted in blue in Fig. 4.1(b) steer to the dominant path and lead to
higher spectral efficiency. However, which beamforming strategy yields higher throughput
in any specific case is not clear beforehand.
4.1.3 Corresponding Optimal Digital Beamforming
After the initial analog beam selection, we are in possession of the two sets IF and IW
that contain the candidates for FRF and WRF , and the objective is to efficiently find
the optimal solution. Before going into the detail of our proposed scheme, let us review
the relationship between the analog and digital beamforming. Given one particular choice
(FRF,if ,WRF,iw) selected from the candidate sets IF and IW , it is clear that the goal of
digital beamforming is to maximize the local maximum throughput ILM(FRF,if ,WRF,iw),
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(a) The achievable data rate by the analog beams selected using the re-
ceived power of the coupling coefficients is 2.5 bit/s/Hz.
(b) The achievable data rate by a linear combination of the two analog
beamforming vectors is 3 bit/s/Hz.
Fig. 4.1. A schematic example of analog beam selection by using two different
approaches. In the simplified two-path channel model, the AoDs are {5◦, 30◦},
the AoAs are {5◦,−15◦}, and the difference in path loss between these two
paths amounts to 10 dB.
Fig. 4.2. An example of the codebooks, F and W , and the sets IF and IW
consisting of
(
M
NRF
)
=
(
4
2
)
= 6 candidates for FRF and WRF respectively.
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as defined in (4.1), with the objective function expressed as
max
(FBB [k],WBB [k]) ∀k
K−1∑
k=0
I(FRF,if ,WRF,iw ,FBB[k],WBB[k])
=
K−1∑
k=0
max
FBB [k],WBB [k]
I(FRF,if ,WRF,iw ,FBB[k],WBB[k]),
(4.5)
where I(FRF,if ,WRF,iw ,FBB[k],WBB[k]) is given by (2.33) with FRF = FRF,if and
WRF = WRF,iw . As a result, the digital beamforming problem at subcarrier k can be for-
mulated as a throughput maximization problem subject to the power constraints, which
can be stated as
(FBB,i[k],WBB,i[k]) = arg max
FBB [k],WBB [k]
I(FRF,if ,WRF,iw ,FBB[k],WBB[k])
s.t.
⎧⎨⎩tr
(
FRF,ifFBB[k]RsF
H
BB[k]F
H
RF,if
)
= tr(Rs),
WHBB[k]W
H
RF,iwWRF,iwWBB[k] = INS ,
(4.6)
where i = (if − 1)IW + iw is an index specifying the combined members of IF and IW .
The above discussion looks similar to (3.27), but the difference is that the columns of
FRF,if or WRF,iw may not be mutually orthogonal. Hence, we cannot use the results from
(3.30)–(3.32) directly. To proceed, we take advantage of the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let
FBB[k] = (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5QF [k], (4.7)
WBB[k] = (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5QW [k], (4.8)
one has the optimal solution to the maximization problem (4.6) if QF [k] = [VE,i[k]]:,1:NS
and QW [k] = [UE,i[k]]:,1:NS , where the columns of VE,i[k] and UE,i[k] are respectively the
right- and left-singular vectors of the effective channel
HE,i[k] , (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5W
H
RF,iwH[k]FRF,if (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5
SVD
= UE,i[k]ΣE,i[k]V
H
E,i[k].
(4.9)
Proof. If there exists WBB[k] such that
WHBB[k]W
H
RF,iwWRF,iwWBB[k] = INS , (4.10)
one can define a matrix QW [k] = (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
0.5WBB[k], which is equiv-
alent to WBB[k] = (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5QW [k]. Replacing WBB[k] in (4.10) by
(W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5QW [k] leads to Q
H
W [k]QW [k] = INS so that the columns of QW [k] are
mutually orthogonal. Similarly, if there exists FB[k] that satisfies the other power con-
straint at the transmitter, we can define another matrix QF [k] = (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
0.5FBB[k],
which is equivalent to FBB[k] = (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5QF [k] [AH16, SY16b].
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Given WBB[k] = (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5QW [k] and FBB[k] = (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5QF [k],
the objective function of the problem therefore becomes
I(FRF,if ,WRF,iw ,FBB[k],WBB[k])
= log2 det
(
INS +
1
σ2n
QHW [k]HE,i[k]QF [k]RsQ
H
F [k]H
H
E,i[k]QW [k]
)
, (4.11)
where HE,i[k], i = (if − 1)IW + iw, is the effective channel defined as
HE,i[k] , (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5W
H
RF,iwH[k]FRF,if (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5. (4.12)
Let the SVD of HE,i[k] be
HE,i[k]
SVD
= UE,i[k]ΣE,i[k]V
H
E,i[k], (4.13)
the throughput at subcarrier k is bounded by
I(FRF,if ,WRF,iw ,FBB[k],WBB[k]) ≤
NS∑
ns=1
log2
(
1 +
1
σ2n
[
Σ2E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
[Rs]ns,ns
)
(4.14)
with equality if QW [k] = [UE,i[k]]:,1:NS , where the columns of QW [k] are mutu-
ally orthogonal as required, and QF [k] = [VE,i[k]]:,1:NS , which satisfies the condition
tr(FRF,ifFBB[k]RsF
H
BB[k]F
H
RF,if
) = tr(Rs) when FBB[k] = (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5QF [k].
As a result, given a pair of analog beamforming matrices (FRF,if ,WRF,iw), the corre-
sponding optimal digital beamforming matrices are given by
FBB,i[k] = (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5 [VE,i[k]]:,1:NS , (4.15)
WBB,i[k] = (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5 [UE,i[k]]:,1:NS . (4.16)
When F and W are orthogonal codebooks, we have HE,i[k] = W
H
RF,iwH[k]FRF,if and
the solutions of the digital beamforming matrices become FBB,i[k] = [VE,i[k]]:,1:NS and
WBB,i[k] = [UE,i[k]]:,1:NS , which are the same as the result in the previous chapter.
In this section, we present a more general hybrid beamforming solution that is not
limited to any type of codebook. In the formulated hybrid beamforming problem, two
matrices, (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5 and (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5, are taken into account at the trans-
mitter and receiver as parts of the digital beamforming to satisfy the power constraints,
as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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As mentioned above, given a pair of members selected from IF and IW , (FRF,if ,WRF,iw),
we have the corresponding optimal digital beamforming matrices (FBB,i[k],WBB,i[k])∀k.
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Fig. 4.3. The relationship between the effective channelHE,i[k], analog beam-
forming matrix pair (FRF,if ,WRF,iw), and digital beamforming matrices.
Accordingly, the local maximum throughput is given by
ILM(FRF,if ,WRF,iw) =
K−1∑
k=0
I(FRF,if ,WRF,iw ,FBB,i[k],WBB,i[k])
=
K−1∑
k=0
NS∑
ns=1
log2
(
1 +
1
σ2n
[
Σ2E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
[Rs]ns,ns
)
,
(4.17)
where the diagonal elements of ΣE,i[k] are the singular values of the effective channel
HE,i[k]
SVD
= UE,i[k]ΣE,i[k]V
H
E,i[k]. Based on the candidate set {(FRF,if ,WRF,iw) | ∀if , iw},
the pair leading to the maximum throughput provides the best approximation of the global
optimal analog beamforming matrices, that is, the solution to the hybrid beamforming
problem in (4.1), written as(
F̂RF ,ŴRF
)
= arg max
FRF,if ∈ IF ,WRF,iw ∈ IW
ILM(FRF,if ,WRF,iw). (4.18)
This way of solving the problem requires the SVD of {HE,i[k]}K−1k=0 to obtain
ILM(FRF,if ,WRF,iw) for each pair, which means that we have to repeat the calculation as
many as
(
M
NRF
)2
times. Alternatives that can reduce the potentially large computational
burden are necessary. We ask ourselves what are the crucial parameter(s) or indicator(s)
that actually determine the throughput. To answer this question, let Rs =
1
NS
INS (equal
power allocation) so that the maximum achievable throughput at subcarrier k becomes
I
(
FRF,if ,WRF,iw ,FBB,i[k],WBB,i[k]
)
=
NS∑
ns=1
log2
⎛⎝1 + 1
NSσ2n  
[
Σ2E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
⎞⎠
,γ
=
NS∑
ns=1
log2
(
1 + γ
[
Σ2E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
)
.
(4.19)
It is simpler to find the key parameter of the hybrid beamforming gain in the high and
low SNR regimes. At low SNR (γ → 0), using the fact that log(1 + γx) ≈ γx as γ → 0,
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the achievable data rate in (4.19) can be approximated by
I
(
FRF,if ,WRF,iw ,FBB,i[k],WBB,i[k]
) γ→0
≈ γ
NS∑
ns=1
[
Σ2E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
∝
NS∑
ns=1
[
Σ2E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
(a)
≤ ∥HE,i[k]∥2F
(4.20)
with equality in (a) iff NRF = NS. For the case of NRF > NS, ∥HE,i[k]∥2F corresponds
to the sum of all NRF (instead of only the NS strongest) eigenvalues of HE,i[k]H
H
E,i[k].
Assuming that the sum of the weaker NRF − NS eigenvalues of HE,i[k]HHE,i[k] is small,
the approximation of
∑NS
ns=1
[
Σ2E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
by ∥HE,i[k]∥2F seems to be valid for most cases
of interest.
On the other hand, in the high SNR regime (γ → ∞), using log(1 + γx) ≈ log γx as
γ → ∞, the achievable data rate in (4.19) is approximated by
I
(
FRF,if ,WRF,iw ,FBB,i[k],WBB,i[k]
)γ→∞
≈
NS∑
ns=1
log2
(
γ
[
Σ2E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
)
= log2
(
γNS
)
+ log2
(
NS∏
ns=1
[
Σ2E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
)
(b)
= log2
(
γNS
)
+ log2
(
|det (HE,i[k])|2
)
,
(4.21)
which holds with equality in (b) if NRF = NS. When the number CR of propagation
paths is much larger than the number NRF of RF chains (CR ≫ NRF ), it is reasonable
to conclude that det(HE,i[k]) ̸= 0, i.e., rank(HE,i[k]) = NRF .
As we have seen, either the Frobenius norm of the effective channel matrix or the
absolute value of the determinant of the effective channel matrix acts as the key parameter
for the system throughput. Using the key parameters, we can easily find the solution to
the problem (4.18) and meanwhile avoid the computation of the SVD of {HE,i[k]}K−1k=0 ,
i = 1, · · · , NWNF . The above discussion focuses on the high and low SNR regimes, and
we will provide more details on the approximation error in the numerical results.
4.3 Hybrid Beamforming Based on Implicit CSI
In this section, we will introduce how to use the coupling coefficients (or implicit CSI)
to obtain the effective channel matrix HE,i[k]. Once we have HE,i[k], the solution of the
hybrid beamforming problem can be efficiently found by using the key parameters. First,
let us show the effective channel presented in (4.12) again and approximate the elements
of the matrix W
H
RF,iwH[k]FRF,if by the coupling coefficients as the following equation
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HE,i[k]
(4.12)
= (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5W
H
RF,iwH[k]FRF,if  
≈Yi[k]
(F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5
≈ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5Yi[k](F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5
, ĤE,i[k],
(4.22)
where the elements ofYi[k] can be collected from the coupling coefficients, see the example
in (3.36). Therefore, given a pair (FRF,if ,WRF,iw) selected from IF and IW , we can rapidly
obtain the approximation of HE,i[k], ĤE,i[k], from the coupling coefficients.
In brief, the proposed solution can be stated as follows: first obtain the candidate sets
(IF and IW) and the associated effective channel matrix ĤE,i[k] from the observations
(or coupling coefficients) {ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf , k}, and then solve the maximization problem
in (4.18), which can be rewritten as(
îf , îw
)
= arg max
FRF,if ∈ IF ,
WRF,iw ∈ IW
ILM(FRF,if ,WRF,iw)
≈ arg max
FRF,if ∈ IF ,
WRF,iw ∈ IW ,
i = (if − 1)IW + iw
K−1∑
k=0
f
(
ĤE,i[k]
)
,
(4.23)
where f(ĤE,i[k]) denotes the analog beam selection criterion using (4.19), (4.20), or
|det (HE,i[k])|2 in (4.21) with the argument ĤE,i[k] (ĤE,i[k]
SVD
= ÛE,i[k]Σ̂E,i[k]V̂
H
E,i[k]):
f
(
ĤE,i[k]
)
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∑NS
ns=1
log2
(
1 + γ
[
Σ̂
2
E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
)
,ĤE,i[k]2
F
, w/ approx. as γ → 0⏐⏐⏐det(ĤE,i[k])⏐⏐⏐2 , w/ approx. as γ → ∞
(4.24)
Next, according to the selected index pair (̂if , îw), the selected analog and corresponding
digital beamforming matrices are given by
F̂RF = FRF,̂if ,
ŴRF = WRF,̂iw ,
F̂BB[k] = (F̂
H
RF F̂RF )
−0.5
[
V̂E,̂i[k]
]
:,1:NS
,
ŴBB[k] = (Ŵ
H
RFŴRF )
−0.5
[
ÛE,̂i[k]
]
:,1:NS
,
(4.25)
where î = (̂if − 1)IW + îw and ÛE,̂i[k]Σ̂E,̂i[k]V̂HE,̂i[k] = SVD(ĤE,̂i[k]).
The pseudocode of the proposed hybrid beamforming algorithm based on implicit CSI
is shown in Algorithm 4.1 (also refer to the flowchart in Fig. 4.4). The advantages of
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Fig. 4.4. A flowchart of the proposed hybrid beamforming approach.
the proposed algorithm are: (1) the complexity of channel estimation is reduced from an
over-the-air channel of size NR ×NT to an effective channel of size NRF ×NRF , and (2)
even though the set sizes of IF and IW are large, the computational overhead is minor. At
low SNR, we just need to calculate the Frobenius norm of the effective channel matrices,
whose elements can be easily obtained from the observations {ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf , k}.
Algorithm 4.1: Hybrid beamforming based on implicit CSI.
% Idea of the algorithm: Generate alternatives to the effective channel ĤE,i[k] and find
% the hybrid beamforming according to the value of
ĤE,i[k]2
F
or
⏐⏐⏐det(ĤE,i[k])⏐⏐⏐2.
Input: {ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf , k}
Output: F̂RF , ŴRF , (F̂BB[k],ŴBB[k]) ∀k
1. Part I — Initial analog beam selection
2. Given {ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf , k}, select M analog beam pairs (f̂m, ŵm),
where m = 1, · · · ,M , by using (4.3).
3. Generate two candidate sets IF and IW based on {f̂m ∀m} and {ŵm ∀m},
respectively.
4. Part II — Analog beam selection by different selection criteria
5. ĤE,i[k] = (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5Yi[k](F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5 ∀k, where FRF,if ∈ IF ,
WRF,iw ∈ IW , and the entries of Yi[k] are collected from {ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf}.
6. (̂if , îw) = arg max
i = (if − 1)IW + iw
K−1∑
k=0
f(ĤE,i[k]), where f(ĤE,i[k]) is given by (4.24).
7. Output: F̂RF = FRF,̂if and ŴRF = WRF,̂iw ∀k.
8. Part III — Corresponding optimal digital beamforming
9. ÛE,̂i[k]Σ̂E,̂i[k]V̂
H
E,̂i
[k] = SVD(ĤE,̂i[k]), where î = (̂if − 1)IW + îw.
10. Output:
⎧⎨⎩F̂BB[k] = (F̂
H
RF F̂RF )
−0.5
[
V̂E,̂i[k]
]
:,1:NS
ŴBB[k] = (Ŵ
H
RFŴRF )
−0.5
[
ÛE,̂i[k]
]
:,1:NS
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4.4 Analysis of the Proposed Hybrid Beamforming
Algorithm
In the section, we focus on the statistical analysis of using the Frobenius norm of the
effective channel as the key parameter at low SNR. Starting from (4.22), ĤE,i[k] can be
expressed as a noisy version of the true effective channel as
ĤE,i[k]
(4.22)
= (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5Yi[k](F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5
= (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5W
H
RF,iwH[k]FRF,if (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5  
HE,i[k]
+ (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5Z[k](F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5  
ZE,i[k]
= HE,i[k] + ZE,i[k].
(4.26)
The elements of Z[k] have the same normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ2n.
To find the covariance between the elements of ZE,i[k], we vectorize ZE,i[k] as
vec(ZE,i[k]) =
((
(F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5
)T
⊗ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5
)
vec(Z[k])
=
(
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−0.5 ⊗ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5
)
vec(Z[k]),
(4.27)
and the covariance matrix of vec(ZE,i[k]) is given by
RZE,i , E
[
vec(ZE,i[k])vec(ZE,i[k])
H
]
= E
[(
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−0.5 ⊗ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5
)
vec(Z[k])vec(Z[k])H
·
(
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−0.5 ⊗ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5
)H]
= σ2n
(
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−0.5(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−0.5
)
⊗
(
(W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5(W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5
)H
= σ2n
(
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−1 ⊗ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−1
)
.
(4.28)
Therefore, the multivariate distribution of the N2RF -dimensional random vector
vec(ZE,i[k]) can be written as
vec(ZE,i[k]) ∼ CN
(
0N2RF×1, σ
2
n
(
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−1 ⊗ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−1
))
. (4.29)
From (4.26), we have ||ĤE,i[k]||2F given byĤE,i[k]2
F  
estimate of the key parameter
= ∥HE,i[k]∥2F  
true value of the key parameter
+ ∥ZE,i[k]∥2F + 2 ·R
(
tr(HHE,i[k]ZE,i[k])
)  
noise
. (4.30)
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To analyze the noise effect, we introduce the quantities U and V , conditional on a channel
state H′[k] and an analog beamforming pair (FRF,if ,WRF,iw), given by
U = ∥ZE,i[k]∥2F , (4.31)
V = 2 ·R
(
tr
(
(H′E,i[k])
HZE,i[k]
))
, (4.32)
where
H′E,i[k] = (W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−0.5W
H
RF,iwH
′[k]FRF,if (F
H
RF,if
FRF,if )
−0.5, (4.33)
and then pursue the analysis of U and V for orthogonal and non-orthogonal codebooks.
4.4.1 Orthogonal Codebooks
When the columns of FRF,if and the columns of WRF,iw are mutually orthogonal re-
spectively, from (4.27) we know that the elements of vec(ZE,i[k]) have the same normal
distribution with mean zero and variance σ2n, vec(ZE,i[k]) ∼ CN (0N2RF×1, σ
2
nIN2RF ). There-
fore, U is the sum of the absolute squares of N2RF i.i.d. Gaussian random variables, which
follows a Gamma distribution with shape parameter N2RF and scale parameter σ
2
n:
U =
NRF∑
i=1
NRF∑
j=1
R
(
[ZE,i[k]]i,j
)2
  
∼Γ( 12 ,σ2n)
+ I
(
[ZE,i[k]]i,j
)2
  
∼Γ( 12 ,σ2n)
∼ Γ(N2RF , σ2n).
(4.34)
In addition, V is normally distributed with mean zero and variance 2σ2n
H′E,i[k]2F .
4.4.2 Non-orthogonal Codebooks
When the columns of FRF,if or the columns of WRF,iw are not mutually orthogonal, the
elements of vec(ZE,i[k]) in (4.27) are not i.i.d. anymore. In this case, there are no closed-
form expressions for the probability distributions of U and V . Accordingly, we only derive
and state E[U ], Var(U), and E[V ] in this section. These are given by
E[U ] = σ2n · tr
(
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−1
)
tr
(
(W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−1
)
, (4.35)
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and
Var(U)
= E
[
U2
]
− E [U ]2 = E
[
∥ZE,i[k]∥4F
]
− E [U ]2
= E
[
tr
(((
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−1 ⊗ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−1
)
⊗
(
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−1 ⊗ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−1
))
  
Ψ∈CN
4
RF
×N4
RF
·
((
vec(Z[k])vec(Z[k])H
)
⊗
(
vec(Z[k])vec(Z[k])H
)))]
− E [U ]2
= tr
(
Ψ · E
[(
vec(Z[k])vec(Z[k])H
)
⊗
(
vec(Z[k])vec(Z[k])H
)])
− E [U ]2
= tr
⎛⎜⎜⎝Ψ · E[(vec(Z[k])⊗ vec(Z[k]))  
zV [k]∈CN
4
RF
×1
(vec(Z[k])⊗ vec(Z[k]))H  
zHV [k]
]
⎞⎟⎟⎠− E [U ]2
= tr (Ψ ·RzV )− E [U ]
2
(4.36)
where
Ψ =
(
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−1 ⊗ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−1
)
⊗
(
(F
T
RF,if
F
∗
RF,if
)−1 ⊗ (WHRF,iwWRF,iw)
−1
)
, (4.37)
and
RzV = E[(vec(Z[k])⊗ vec(Z[k]))  
zV [k]∈CN
4
RF
×1
(vec(Z[k])⊗ vec(Z[k]))H  
zHV [k]
], (4.38)
and E[V ] = 0. Unfortunately, we did not find a closed-form expression for Var(V ). From
the analysis results, it is clear that the distributions of U and V for non-orthogonal
codebooks vary with the analog beamforming candidates FRF,if and WRF,iw , which means
that the estimates of ||HE,i[k]||2F in (4.30) may become unreliable because of the non-i.i.d.
noise signals.
4.5 Numerical Results
All the system and channel parameters defined in Subsections 3.5.1-3.5.2 are reused here,
and two non-orthogonal codebooks are further considered in the simulations. In what fol-
lows, a complete analysis with respect to one orthogonal codebook and two non-orthogonal
codebooks is provided.
4.5.1 Orthogonal codebooks
Assume that the codebooks F andW have the same number NF = NW = 32 of candidates
for the analog beamforming vectors. When F and W are orthogonal codebooks, the 32
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Fig. 4.5. Achievable throughput (normalized by IDBF ) of the proposed
method with the orthogonal codebook and M = 2, 3, 4, 5 initially selected
analog beam pairs.
normalized spatial frequencies are equally distributed in the spatial frequency domain; the
corresponding steering angles are:
{
180◦
π
· sin−1
(
(nf−16)
16
)
, nf = 1, · · · , 32
}
[CKF16].
In Fig. 4.5, we evaluate the achievable data rates with M = 2, 3, 4, 5 initially selected
analog beam pairs in the proposed method, denoted by Implicit CSI, M = 2, 3, 4, 5. They
are calculated by
IImplicit =
K−1∑
k=0
I(F̂RF ,ŴRF , F̂BB[k],ŴBB[k]), (4.39)
where (F̂RF ,ŴRF , F̂BB[k],ŴBB[k]) is the output of Algorithm 4.1 with the beam se-
lection criterion f(ĤE,i[k]) =
∑NS
ns=1
log2(1 + γ[Σ̂
2
E,i[k]]ns,ns) in Step 6 in the algorithm,
and M = 2, 3, 4, 5 initially selected analog beam pairs are reserved in the phase of initial
analog beam selection. The other four curves are calculated in the same way as (4.39)
but with noise-free (NF) observations. That is to say, the inputs of Algorithm 4.1,
{ynw,nf [k] ∀nw, nf , k}, do not take into account the noise effect. Moreover, in order to
show the difference between each curves in the low SNR regime, the achievable data rates
are normalized by the throughput using fully digital beamforming IDBF , given in (3.43).
As shown in Fig. 4.5, in the low SNR regime, the beam selection performance more
or less suffers from the noise. Compared with the results using noise-free observations,
the noisy observations seem reliable enough when SNR > 0 dB. The curves with M = 2
and M = 2, NF are the same as curves Implicit CSI and Implicit CSI, NF in Fig. 3.11.
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Fig. 4.6. Comparisons between the reference method and the proposed ap-
proach with the noise-free (NF) observations.
In this chapter, we reserve more than M = 2 candidates for analog beam pairs since the
beam selection results based on the power estimates cannot always yield the maximum
throughput. WhenM > 2, we can try the linear combinations of NRF analog beamforming
vectors chosen from
(
M
NRF
)
candidates with the weights of digital beamformers and then
find which combination leads to the maximum throughput. With larger M , there is a
high probability that the optimal solution of the analog beam pairs is included in these
candidates. In addition, when M > 5, the achievable data rates are almost the same as
the curves with M = 5 (although they are not shown in the figure).13 For the sake of low
complexity, it is not necessary to take more than M = 5 candidates into account because
most observations are dominated by noise signals except for those corresponding to the
selected analog beam candidates.
Comparisons between the proposed and reference methods are shown in Fig. 4.6. To
better compare our approach with the reference method (curve Explicit CSI ), we chose
curves Implicit CSI, M = 2, 3, 4, 5, NF in Fig. 4.5. In the figure, we can find that the
Implicit CSI with M = 3, 4, 5 achieve higher data rates than Explicit CSI. Although these
two methods use different ways to implement hybrid beamforming, we try an explanation
based on some assumptions. Assume that these two schemes find the same NRF analog
beam pairs (i.e., F̂RF = F̌RF and ŴRF = W̌RF ), which means that they have the same
13 The number “M − NRF ” can be interpreted as a degree of diversity. As it is well known from other
diversity techniques, the gain in performance decays more or less quickly with the increasing degrees of
diversity.
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Fig. 4.7. Curve Implicit CSI, M = 3 shown in Fig. 4.5 and its approximations
achieved by using two different key parameters.
effective channel ĤE[k] = Ŵ
H
RFH[k]F̂RF = W̌
H
RFH[k]F̌RF . In this case, Algorithm 4.1
uses the SVD of ĤE[k] to find the solution of digital beamforming matrices. From Telatar’s
work [Tel99], we know that this solution is optimal. In contrast, the digital beamforming
in Algorithm 3.3 Step 9 uses the least-squares solution, which is sub-optimal. When
we reserve more candidates (M > NRF ), there is a high probability that both algorithms
find the same NRF analog beam pairs. If so, Algorithm 4.1 theoretically outperforms
Algorithm 3.3.
Next, approximation results of Implicit CSI, M = 3 using the key parameters are
shown in Fig. 4.7, where curves Frobenius norm and Determinant use beam selection
criteria f(ĤE,i[k]) = ||ĤE,i[k]||2F and f(ĤE,i[k]) = | det(ĤE,i[k])|2 respectively in Algo-
rithm 4.1 Step 6. Except for the SNR range of 5 dB to 20 dB, both key parameters have
nearly the same data rates as w/o approximation (i.e., curve Implicit CSI, M = 3 in Fig.
4.5). When 5 dB < SNR < 20 dB, both key parameters cannot yield the same data rates
as w/o approximation, but the relative loss amounts to at most a few percentages. From
Figs. 4.5-4.7, we can find that if the system operates in the SNR range of 0 to 5 dB, the
key parameter using Frobenius norm is a promising solution with low complexity.
4.5.2 Non-orthogonal codebooks
Now assume that F and W are non-orthogonal codebooks. As mentioned in Section 4.4,
if the columns of F or W are not mutually orthogonal, some highly correlated columns
(e.g.,
|f̃Hi f̃j |
||f̃i||2||f̃j ||2
= 0.99, i ̸= j) may make the effective noise level unacceptably large so
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Fig. 4.8. Achievable throughput (normalized by IDBF ) of the proposed ap-
proach with the weakly coherent codebook and comparisons between Implicit
CSI, M = 3 and its approximations.
that the estimated effective channels become unreliable. Here we use two non-orthogonal
codebooks to characterize the noise effect:
• The first non-orthogonal codebook has NF = NW = 36 columns and the correspond-
ing 36 steering angles are:
{
180◦
π
· sin−1
(
(nf−18)
18
)
, nf = 1, · · · , 36
}
. The coherence
of the codebook is 0.12 (see footnote 14), which implies a weakly coherent codebook.
• The second non-orthogonal codebook has larger coherence than the first one. It
has NF = NW = 32 columns and the corresponding 32 steering angles are:{
−90o + 180
o·nf
NF
, nf = 1, · · · , 32
}
. This codebook design leads to the coherence of
0.99, which implies a strongly coherent codebook.
In Fig. 4.8, when using the weakly coherent codebook (coherence = 0.12) at the
transmitter and receiver, the throughput shown in curve Implicit CSI, M = 3 can be
further improved compared with Implicit CSI, M = 2. It means that, in (4.26), the effect
of the correlated columns of the weakly coherent codebook on ĤE,i[k] is minor. Also,
the approximations of Implicit CSI, M = 3 using the key parameters shown in curves
14 The coherence of a codebook F is defined as [CENR11]
max
i<j
⏐⏐⏐f̃Hi f̃j⏐⏐⏐f̃i
2
f̃j
2
.
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Fig. 4.9. Achievable throughput (normalized by IDBF ) of the proposed ap-
proach with the strongly coherent codebook and comparisons between Implicit
CSI, M = 3 and its approximations.
Frobenius norm at low SNR and Determinant at high SNR are quite close to Implicit
CSI, M = 3 with only small differences in the SNR range between 0 dB and 20 dB.
Compared with the results shown in Fig. 4.7 using the orthogonal codebook, although
the approximations in the case of the weakly coherent codebook become slightly worse, the
achievable throughput overall becomes better since there are four additional candidates
in the weakly coherent codebook.
With the other non-orthogonal codebook whose coherence is 0.99, see Fig. 4.9, un-
fortunately the throughput degrades with the increasing M when SNR < 10 dB. From
(4.27), it is clear that when we select some highly correlated columns of the codebook,
the variances of the elements of vec(ZE,i[k]) are increased, which leads to unreliable esti-
mates of the effective channel, especially in the low SNR regime. With larger M , there is
a higher probability of selecting these unreliable estimates. More detailed analysis of the
noise effect is given in Example 4.2.
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Fig. 4.10. The CDFs of noise terms with respect to highly correlated and
weakly correlated columns.
Example 4.2. Two candidate sets are given by
IF = {FRF,1,FRF,2} = { [f̃i, f̃j]  
highly
correlated
, [f̃i, f̃k]  
weakly
correlated
},
IW = {WRF,1,WRF,2} = { [w̃i, w̃j]  
highly
correlated
, [w̃i, w̃k]  
weakly
correlated
}.
As mentioned in Subsection 4.4.2, when F and W are non-orthogonal codebooks, the
distributions of both U and V are functions of the candidates for the analog beamforming
matrices.
Given the analog beamforming matrix pair (FRF,1,WRF,1) with highly correlated
columns, the corresponding noise terms are denoted by
U1 = ||(W
H
RF,1WRF,1)
−0.5Z[k](F
H
RF,1FRF,1)
−0.5||2F , (4.40)
V1 = 2R
(
tr
(
(F
H
RF,1FRF,1)
−1F
H
RF,1H
H [k]WRF,1(W
H
RF,iwWRF,iw)
−1Z[k]
))
. (4.41)
Also, given the other pair (FRF,2,WRF,2) with weakly correlated columns, the correspond-
ing noise terms are denoted by
U2 = ||(W
H
RF,2WRF,2)
−0.5Z[k](F
H
RF,2FRF,2)
−0.5||2F , (4.42)
V2 = 2R
(
tr
(
(F
H
RF,2FRF,2)
−1F
H
RF,2H
H [k]WRF,2(W
H
RF,2WRF,2)
−1Z[k]
))
, (4.43)
Fig. 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) show the numerical results of the cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) of U1, V1, U2, and V2 conditional on one channel realization. In this
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case, the pair (FRF,1,WRF,1) has a higher probability to be selected because the values of
U1 are much larger than the values of U2. However, it does not mean that (FRF,1,WRF,1)
is a better choice than (FRF,2,WRF,2). On the other hand, the effect of V1 and V2 seems
minor.
The distributions of the noise terms shown in Fig. 4.10(a) can explain why the through-
put cannot be improved as M is getting larger. For orthogonal codebooks, only the distri-
bution of V is a function of (FRF,if ,WRF,iw) (see Subsection 4.4.1) and, fortunately, the
effect of V on the estimate of the effective channel is minor.
In Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9, when SNR > 5 dB, the gap between Implicit CSI, M = 3,
NF and Frobenius norm is obvious, but it is not clear that either the approximation error
between (4.19) and (4.20) or the effective noise dominates the performance loss. To this
end, we further provide Fig. 4.11 to show the approximation error, which are calculated by
the following steps. First, using Algorithm 4.1 with noise-free observations and selection
criterion f(HE,i[k]) =
∑NS
ns=1
log2(1 + γ
[
Σ2E,i[k]
]
ns,ns
) to obtain (F̂RF ,ŴRF ) and the
corresponding noise-free effective channel matrix written by
HE,̂i[k] = (Ŵ
H
RFŴRF )
−0.5ŴHRFH[k]F̂RF (F̂
H
RF F̂RF )
−0.5. (4.44)
Then using HE,̂i[k] to calculate the approximation error between (4.19) and (4.20) given
by
ϵ =
1
K
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
K−1∑
k=0
NS∑
ns=1
log2
(
1 + γ
[
Σ2
E,̂i
[k]
]
ns,ns
)
  
(4.19)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦− E
⎡⎢⎣K−1∑
k=0
γ
HE,̂i[k]2F  
(4.20)
⎤⎥⎦
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
≈ γ
K
(
1
ln(2)
− 1
)
· E
[
K−1∑
k=0
HE,̂i[k]2F
]
,
(4.45)
where the diagonal elements of Σ2
E,̂i
are the eigenvalues of HE,̂iH
H
E,̂i
. Repeating the steps
with the two non-orthogonal codebooks yields the approximation errors shown in Fig. 4.11.
The approximation error is proportional to the SNR value (or γ). As a result, at high
SNR, the gaps between Implicit CSI, M = 3 and Frobenius norm in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9
become obvious. At low SNR, because the approximation error between (4.19) and (4.20)
is small, we can also use the analysis results of (4.20) in Sections 4.4.1-4.4.2 to explain the
noise effect on Implicit CSI, M = 2, 3 with the orthogonal and non-orthogonal codebooks.
Moreover, the approximation error between Implicit CSI, M = 3 and Frobenius norm with
the strongly coherent codebook at low SNR in Fig. 4.9 seems larger than the error with
the weakly coherent codebook at low SNR in Fig. 4.8. Nevertheless, from Fig. 4.11, we can
find that without considering the noise effect, the approximation error with the strongly
coherent codebook is even smaller than the results with the other codebook.
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Fig. 4.11. Approximation error (ϵ) between Implicit CSI, M = 3 and Frobe-
nius norm using the weakly and strongly coherent codebooks.
In the numerical results, we use these three different types of codebooks to analyze
the performance of the proposed method. Generally speaking, the proposed method works
well for orthogonal and weakly coherent codebooks.
4.6 Summary
This chapter introduced the solution to the hybrid beamforming problem that is applicable
to any type of codebook. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:
• No matter what kind of codebooks we used, the performance of hybrid beamforming
is dominated by the estimates of an effective channel, whose entries are collected
from coupling coefficients.
• Given an effective channel, the problem of digital beamforming is similar to conven-
tional fully digital beamforming.
• The proposed method significantly reduces the computational complexity by eval-
uating the key parameters of the hybrid beamforming gain, such as the Frobenius
norm of the effective channel or the absolute value of the determinant of the effective
channel.
• Reserving a few more alternatives to an effective channel, the proposed method can
efficiently find the optimal or near-optimal solution to the throughput maximization
problem.
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The performance of the hybrid beamforming depends on the quality of the coupling coef-
ficients. To further enhance the performance, we come up with some solutions introduced
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Performance Enhancement of Analog
Beam Selection
In Chapters 3-4, we introduced how to implement the hybrid beamforming using the
energy estimates of coupling coefficients so that the channel estimation for large-scale
antenna arrays can be omitted. The coupling coefficients suffering from noise more or less
influence the performance of hybrid beamforming.
Previously, the noisy coupling coefficients are obtained in the frequency domain. To
reduce the noise levels, we choose to solve the problem in the delay domain rather than
frequency domain since the significant coupling coefficients are sparse in the former. In
this chapter, first we will introduce how to acquire the coupling coefficient in the delay
domain and, then, use Parseval’s theorem to prove that the problem of analog beam
selection introduced in Chapters 3-4 is equivalent in both delay and frequency domains.
The mean absolute error (MAE) between the energy estimates of the coupling coeffi-
cients and their true values can be viewed as a performance indicator of the analog beam
selection. To reduce the MAE, we propose two methods outlined as follows:
• We redesign the training sequence as several repeated short-version sequences. After
that, an arithmetic mean of these periodic received signals yields the refined coupling
coefficients.
• The refined coupling coefficients can be used to find the information of sparse multi-
path delay indices. It turns out that only the refined coupling coefficients associated
with the estimated multipath delay indices have to be taken into account as signif-
icant observations.
5.1 Delay-Domain Coupling Coefficients
Previously in Subsection 3.2.1, we introduced how to obtain the frequency-domain cou-
pling coefficients. In this section, we try to obtain the delay-domain coupling coefficients
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(a) Coupling coefficients in the
frequency-angular domain (used in
Chapters 3-4).
(b) Coupling coefficients in the delay-
angular domain.
Fig. 5.1. An example of the coupling coefficients represented in the frequency-
angular and delay-angular domains with SNR = 10 dB.
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Fig. 5.2. A MIMO-OFDM system with hybrid beamforming at the transmit-
ter and analog beamforming at the receiver.
for the reason that the coupling coefficients show sparsity in this domain, which is bene-
ficial to improving the quality of the coupling coefficients. First, we use Fig. 5.1 to show
the difference between the coupling coefficients represented in the frequency-angular and
delay-angular domains. It is obvious that the coupling coefficients shown in Fig. 5.1(b)
are sparse.
The system model in Fig. 5.2 shows that the transmitter using an NT -element ULA
wants to communicates the signal vector x̄[l] ∈ CNRF×1 with the receiver having an NR-
element ULA. The index l stands for the time-delay index. Each entry of x̄[l] is the inverse
discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the frequency-domain sequence, given by
x̄nrf [l] = DFT
−1
{
[FBB[k]]nrf ,: s[k] ∈ C, k = 0, · · · , K − 1
}
l
, (5.1)
where nrf = 1, · · · , NRF , l = 0, · · · , L− 1 and L is the number of delay-domain samples
per OFDM symbol15, [FBB[k]]nrf ,: denotes the n
th
rf row vector of FBB[k] ∈ CNRF×NS , and
15 L is equal to the number K of subcarriers per OFDM symbol in the frequency domain.
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Table 5.1: System parameters represented in the frequency and the delay
domains.
Frequency domain Delay domain
(introduced in the previous chapters)
r[k] (with digital beamforming) r̄[l] (without digital beamforming)
n[k] n̄[l]
H[k] C[l]
s[k] ∈ CNS×1 is the transmitted signal vector.
At the receiver, the lth sampled received signal vector r̄[l] ∈ CNRF×1 can be represented
by a circular convolution of the transmitted precoded signal and the matrix-valued channel
impulse response (CIR, see (2.20)):
r̄[l] = WHRF (C[l]~L FRF x̄[l]) +W
H
RF n̄[l]
= WHRF
L−1∑
m=0
C[m] (FRF x̄[l −m]) +WHRF n̄[l],
(5.2)
where ~L denotes a circular convolution over the cyclic group of integers modulo L, the
noise vector n̄[l] ∈ CNR×1 is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) random
noise vector with mean zeros and covariance matrix σ2nINR , n̄[l] ∼ CN (0NR×1, σ2nINR). In
Table 5.1, the system parameters represented in the delay domain and their corresponding
frequency-domain representations (already used in the previous chapters) are listed.
During the codebook training (or observation acquisition) phase, we simply use one
analog beam pair without taking the effect of digital beamforming into account and trans-
mit known training signals in the frequency domain {s[k]}K−1k=0 . Therefore, the correspond-
ing delay-domain training signals become
x̄[l] = DFT −1 {s[k], k = 0, · · · , K − 1}l . (5.3)
At the receiver, the received baseband signal at delay index l with respect to a specific
beam pair (f̃nf , w̃nw) selected from the codebooks F = {f̃nf , nf = 1, · · · , NF} and W =
{w̃nw , nw = 1, · · · , NW} can be written as
r̄nw,nf [l] = w̃
H
nw
(
C[l]~L f̃nf x̄[l]
)
+ w̃Hnw n̄[l]  
z̄nw,nf [l]
= w̃Hnw
L−1∑
m=0
C[m]
(
f̃nf x̄[l −m]
)
+ z̄nw,nf [l],
(5.4)
where z̄nw,nf [l] still follows a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance σ
2
n due
to the unit magnitude entries of w̃nw .
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To obtain the coupling coefficients as observations used for the analog beam selection,
deconvolution of the received signal is necessary. To proceed it, first we intend to decouple
the angular- and delay-domain components in r̄nw,nf [l] by replacing the matrix-valued CIR
C[l] with the following equation:16
C[l]
(2.20)
=
P∑
p=1
αp δ[l − lp]  
αp[l],
CIR for path p
aA(φA,p) a
H
D(φD,p)
=
P∑
p=1
αp[l] aA(φA,p) a
H
D(φD,p).
(5.5)
Consequently, r̄nw,nf [l] can be further written as
r̄nw,nf [l] = w̃
H
nw
L−1∑
m=0
(
P∑
p=1
αp[m] aA(φA,p) a
H
D(φD,p)
)(
f̃nf x̄[l −m]
)
+ z̄nw,nf [l]
=
P∑
p=1
w̃Hnw aA(φA,p) a
H
D(φD,p) f̃nf  
, ηp,nw,nf ,
angular-domain component
L−1∑
m=0
αp[m]x̄[l −m]  
delay-domain
component
+ z̄nw,nf [l]
=
P∑
p=1
ηp,nw,nf
L−1∑
m=0
αp[m]x̄[l −m] + z̄nw,nf [l],
(5.6)
where |ηp,nw,nf | = |w̃HnwaA(φA,p)| · |a
H
D(φD,p)f̃nf | is the multiplication of beamforming gains
at the transmitter and receiver. After that, the L samples, {r̄nw,nf [l], l = 0, · · · , L − 1},
can be collected in a vector and represented by a circular convolution [Kay97, CRF18]:
⎡⎢⎣ r̄nw,nf [0]...
r̄nw,nf [L− 1]
⎤⎥⎦
  
r̄nw,nf
=
P∑
p=1
ηp,nw,nf
⎡⎢⎣ x̄[0] · · · x̄[1]... . . . ...
x̄[L− 1] · · · x̄[0]
⎤⎥⎦
  
X̄,
a circulant matrix
⎡⎢⎣ αp[0]...
αp[L− 1]
⎤⎥⎦
  
αp
+
⎡⎢⎣ z̄nw,nf [0]...
z̄nw,nf [L− 1]
⎤⎥⎦
  
z̄nw,nf
.
(5.7)
Or, equivalently,
r̄nw,nf =
P∑
p=1
ηp,nw,nf X̄αp + z̄nw,nf
= X̄
P∑
p=1
ηp,nw,nfαp + z̄nw,nf ,
(5.8)
16 Different to (2.20), here we consider aHD(φD,p) rather than a
T
D(φD,p) in the channel model in order to
make the notation of a beamforming system concise.
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The L coupling coefficients can therefore be obtained after pre-multiplying rnw,nf by
X̄−1, where det(X̄) ̸= 0, that is
ȳnw,nf = X̄
−1r̄nw,nf
=
P∑
p=1
ηp,nw,nfαp + X̄
−1z̄nw,nf  
ξnw,nf
=
P∑
p=1
ηp,nw,nfαp + ξnw,nf ,
(5.9)
where ξnw,nf is assumed to be a CSCG random vector with mean zero and covariance
matrix σ2ξINR , ξnw,nf ∼ CN (0NR×1, σ
2
ξINR).
17 Particularly, the lth entry of ȳnw,nf can be
written by
ȳnw,nf [l] =
P∑
p=1
ηp,nw,nfαp[l] + ξnw,nf [l]
=
P∑
p=1
w̃HnwaA(φA,p)a
H
D(φD,p)f̃nfαp[l] + ξnw,nf [l]
= w̃Hnw
P∑
p=1
αp[l]aA(φA,p)a
H
D(φD,p)  
C[l]
f̃nf + ξnw,nf [l]
= w̃HnwC[l]f̃nf + ξnw,nf [l],
(5.10)
which is the delay-domain coupling coefficient associated with the beam pair (f̃nf , w̃nw).
In this section, we introduced how to obtain the sparse delay-domain coupling coef-
ficients {ynw,nf [l] ∀nw, nf , l} and will use them to enhance the quality of the coupling
coefficients in the next section.
5.2 Performance Improvement of Analog Beam Se-
lection
In Chapters 3-4, the energy estimates of the frequency-domain coupling coefficients are
used to select the analog beam pairs directly. Interestingly, from Parseval’s theorem, we
can find that they are equivalent to the energy estimates of the delay-domain coupling co-
efficients. This implies that we can try a simpler way to improve the performance of analog
beam selection: to enhance the quality of the sparse delay-domain coupling coefficients.
To this end, we use another performance metric instead of throughput maximization to
analyze the problem and propose two solutions to enhance the performance of analog
beam selection.
17 One can design the training sequence {x̄[l] ∀l} such that the entries of ξnw,nf are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) [Kay97].
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5.2.1 Parseval’s theorem
In Chapter 4, the problem of frequency-domain analog beam selection was formulated as
finding the M (M ≥ NRF ) beam pairs that jointly maximize the sum of the power of
the coupling coefficients across all subcarriers. For notation simplicity, in this chapter,
we assume M = NRF in the following discussion, and the proposed method can also be
intended to more than NRF beam pairs.
From Parseval’s theorem, we know that the above-mentioned objective function is
equivalent to the sum of the power of the delay-domain coupling coefficients across all
samples in the delay domain. As a result, the delay-domain analog beam selection can be
expressed as the following maximization problem:
(f̂RF,nrf , ŵRF,nrf ) = arg max
f̃nf ∈ F\F ′, w̃nw ∈ W\W ′
gnw,nf , (5.11)
where nrf = 1, · · · , NRF , F ′ = {f̂RF,n |n = 1, · · · , nrf − 1} and W ′ = {ŵRF,n |n =
1, · · · , nrf − 1} are the sets including the selected analog beamforming vectors from it-
eration 1 to nrf − 1, and gnw,nf is the energy estimate of the coupling coefficients given
by
gnw,nf =
L−1∑
l=0
⏐⏐ȳnw,nf [l]⏐⏐2  
energy estimate
in the delay domain
=
K−1∑
k=0
⏐⏐ynw,nf [k]⏐⏐2  
energy estimate
in the frequency domain
. (5.12)
The energy estimate gnw,nf is also the objective function used in the frequency-domain
analog beam selection problem in Chapters 3-4.
In the beam selection problem stated in (5.11), the sum of the power of L noise-free
(NF) observations, i.e.,
ȳNFnw,nf [l] , w̃
H
nwC[l]f̃nf , l = 0, · · · , L− 1, (5.13)
would lead to the optimal solution. Let us write down the corresponding objective function
gNFnw,nf ,
L−1∑
l=0
⏐⏐⏐ȳNFnw,nf [l]⏐⏐⏐2
=
P∑
p=1
⏐⏐⏐w̃HnwC[lp]f̃nf ⏐⏐⏐2 ,
(5.14)
where the second equality follows from the fact that C[l] = 0 when l /∈ {lp, p = 1, · · · , P}
and we assume that the path delay indices lp, p = 1, · · · , P , are different to each other.
Compared with (5.12), it is clear that in (5.14) only P (rather than L) observations
associated with the P delay indices have to be taken into account. To reduce the error
between the energy estimate gnw,nf and its true value g
NF
nw,nf
, the simplest way is to exploit
the channel sparsity in the delay domain.
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5.2.2 MAE Between gnw,nf and g
NF
nw,nf
To improve the beam selection performance, it is of importance to know the key perfor-
mance indicator. As mentioned in the previous subsection, there is a higher probability
to find the optimal analog beam pairs if the difference between gnw,nf and g
NF
nw,nf
approxi-
mates to zero. As a result, we choose the MAE between gnw,nf and g
NF
nw,nf
as a performance
indicator to evaluate the performance of beam selection, which is stated in Theorem 5.1.
Note that we consider the MAE rather than the mean squared error (MSE) due to the
fact that gnw,nf and g
NF
nw,nf
are already energy signals; the relationship between MSE and
MAE is monotonic.
Theorem 5.1. Given matrix-valued CIRs C[l], l = 0, · · · , L − 1, one has the energy
estimates given by (see footnote 18)
g
nw,nf
=
L−1∑
l=0
⏐⏐⏐w̃HnwC[l]f̃nf + ξnw,nf [l]⏐⏐⏐2 ∀nw, nf , (5.15)
and the corresponding true values
gNF
nw,nf
=
P∑
p=1
⏐⏐⏐w̃HnwC[lp]f̃nf ⏐⏐⏐2 ∀nw, nf . (5.16)
Then the MAE between g
nw,nf
and gNF
nw,nf
is upper-bounded by
MAE(g
nw,nf
) , E
[⏐⏐⏐g
nw,nf
− gNF
nw,nf
⏐⏐⏐]
≤ E
[⏐⏐εnw,nf ⏐⏐]+ E [ζ] , (5.17)
where
εnw,nf ∼ N
(
0, 2 σ2ξ g
NF
nw,nf
)
, (5.18)
ζ ∼ Γ(L, σ2ξ ). (5.19)
Proof. Given matrix-valued CIRs C[l], l = 0, · · · , L − 1, the objective function gnw,nf in
18 The underline symbols in this chapter stand for the parameters conditional on a channel state.
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(5.12) becomes
g
nw,nf
=
L−1∑
l=0
⏐⏐⏐w̃HnwC[l]f̃nf + ξnw,nf [l]⏐⏐⏐2
=
L−1∑
l=0
⏐⏐⏐yNF
nw,nf
[l] + ξnw,nf [l]
⏐⏐⏐2
=
L−1∑
l=0
R
(
yNF
nw,nf
[l] + ξnw,nf [l]
)2
+ I
(
yNF
nw,nf
[l] + ξnw,nf [l]
)2
=
L−1∑
l=0
R
(
yNF
nw,nf
[l]
)2
+ I
(
yNF
nw,nf
[l]
)2
  
,gNF
nw,nf
+
L−1∑
l=0
2R
(
yNF
nw,nf
[l]
)
R
(
ξnw,nf [l]
)
+ 2I
(
yNF
nw,nf
[l]
)
I
(
ξnw,nf [l]
)
  
,εnw,nf
+
L−1∑
l=0
R
(
ξnw,nf [l]
)2
+ I
(
ξnw,nf [l]
)2
  
,ζ
= gNF
nw,nf
+ εnw,nf + ζ,
(5.20)
where gNF
nw,nf
is a constant conditional on a channel state, εnw,nf ∼ N (0, 2 σ2ξ gNFnw,nf ) follows
a normal distribution with mean zero and variance 2 σ2ξ g
NF
nw,nf
, where σ2ξ is the variance
of the Gaussian distributed random variable ξnw,nf [l], see (5.10), and ζ ∼ Γ(L, σ2ξ ) follows
a gamma distribution with shape parameter L (which is the number of observations or
coupling coefficients) and scale parameter σ2ξ .
Therefore, the MAE between g
nw,nf
and gNF
nw,nf
(denoted by MAE(g
nw,nf
)) is given by
MAE(g
nw,nf
) , E
[⏐⏐⏐g
nw,nf
− gNF
nw,nf
⏐⏐⏐]
= E
[⏐⏐⏐gNF
nw,nf
+ εnw,nf + ζ − gNFnw,nf
⏐⏐⏐]
= E
[⏐⏐εnw,nf + ζ⏐⏐]
≤ E
[⏐⏐εnw,nf ⏐⏐]+ E [ζ] .
(5.21)
From Theorem 5.1, we know that the MAE increases with the number L of coupling
coefficients and the noise variance σ2ξ , see (5.18) and (5.19). In what follows, we will
present two solutions to reduce the effort of these two factors.
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5.2.3 Refine Observations by Averaging Random Noise Signals
In OFDM systems, the length LC of cyclic prefix (CP) is designed to cover the maximum
or root-mean-square delay spread, which means that the number of useful observations in
one OFDM symbol is less than LC .
To improve the quality of the observations, we use the property of circular convolutions
introduced as follows. First, the transmitted training sequence of length L is modified into
N = L
LC
(assume L
LC
∈ N) repeated sequence blocks, where the length of each block is
LC . Such periodic training sequence blocks make the delay-domain circular convolution
in (5.6) become
αp[l]~L x̄[l] =
L−1∑
m=0
αp[m]x̄[l −m] (5.22)
=
LC−1∑
m=0
αp[m]x̄[l −m] (5.23)
= αp[l]~LC x̄[l],
where the second equality follows from that αp[l] = 0 when l ≥ LC , and ~LC denotes a
circular convolution over the cyclic group of integers modulo LC .
Then, following from (5.7)-(5.10), we can use another circulant matrix of small size
LC ×LC (generated by one training sequence block) to sequentially implement the decon-
volution of N received blocks. An arithmetic mean of the N outputs of the deconvolution
leads to a result suffering from less noise effect. We denote the refined observation (RO)
by yROnw,nf [lc], which can be written by
yROnw,nf [lc] = y
NF
nw,nf
[lc] +
1
N
N∑
n=1
ξnw,nf [(n− 1)LC + lc]  
ξROnw,nf
[lc]
= yNFnw,nf [lc] + ξ
RO
nw,nf
[lc],
(5.24)
where lc = 0, · · · , LC − 1, and the variance of ξROnw,nf [lc] is effectively reduced by a factor
of N , i.e., ξROnw,nf [lc] ∼ CN
(
0,
σ2ξ
N
)
.
By using these refined observations, the energy estimate in (5.12) becomes
gROnw,nf =
LC−1∑
lc=0
⏐⏐⏐yROnw,nf [lc]⏐⏐⏐2 . (5.25)
As a result, the MAE between the estimate gROnw,nf and its true value g
NF
nw,nf
conditioned
on the channel realizations, C[l], l = 0, · · · , L− 1, is given by
MAE
(
gRO
nw,nf
)
, E
[⏐⏐⏐gRO
nw,nf
− gNF
nw,nf
⏐⏐⏐]
≤ E
[⏐⏐⏐εROnw,nf ⏐⏐⏐]+ E [ζRO] , (5.26)
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where
εROnw,nf ∼ N
(
0, 2
(
σ2ξ
N
)
gNF
nw,nf
)
, (5.27)
ζRO ∼ Γ
(
L
N
,
σ2ξ
N
)
= Γ
(
LC ,
σ2ξ
N
)
. (5.28)
εROnw,nf follows a normal distribution whose variance is smaller than the variance of εnw,nf ,
and ζRO follows a gamma distribution with smaller shape and scale parameters compared
with ζ.
Compared with (5.18) and (5.19), the noise effect caused by εROnw,nf and ζ
RO can be
effectively reduced when N is large. For example, one of the use cases in 3GPP 5G NR
[3GP17c] shows that the CP ratio 1
N
≈ 1
14
, i.e., N ≈ 14.
5.2.4 Further Refine Observations Using Knowledge of Multi-
path Delay
In (5.24), without any information of multipath delay, we use LC observations with respect
to a certain beam pair (f̃nf , w̃nw) for the beam selection. Nevertheless, only P sparse
observations corresponding to the P CIRs are exactly useful.
Fortunately, we can borrow the idea of the analog beam selection in (5.11) to find
the multipath delay indices because the signals {yROnw,nf [lc] ∀nw, nf , lc} are represented in
the discrete delay-angular domain, where lc and (nw, nf ) respectively stand for the delay-
and angular-domain indices [GWPA10]. Accordingly, the multipath delay estimation can
be stated as the following maximization problem: given {yROnw,nf [lc] ∀nw, nf , lc}, we seek
the delay indices that maximizes the sum of the power of NWNF observations across all
steering angles, that is,
l̂p̂ = arg max
lc∈{0,··· ,LC−1}\L
f [lc],
s.t.
⎧⎨⎩f [lc] ≥ µ,L = {l̂n, n = 1, · · · , p̂− 1},
(5.29)
where
• f [lc] is the sum of the power of NWNF observations across all steering angles
f [lc] =
NW∑
nw=1
NF∑
nf=1
⏐⏐⏐yROnw,nf [lc]⏐⏐⏐2. (5.30)
• p̂ = 1, · · · , P̂ denotes the path index corresponding to the energy estimate greater
than or equal to a pre-defined threshold µ. Here we consider the sum of the power
of NWNF observations in the angular domain; therefore the threshold can be simply
assumed to be µ = NWNF
(
σ2ξ
N
)
.
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• L is the set containing the selected path indices from iteration 1 to p̂− 1.
According to the estimated delay indices, only P̂ refined observations are used in the
analog beam selection problem and the corresponding objective function becomes the
energy estimate associated with the estimated multipath delay (MD), given by
gMDnw,nf =
P̂∑
p̂=1
⏐⏐⏐yROnw,nf [l̂p̂]⏐⏐⏐2. (5.31)
After that, we have the MAE between gMDnw,nf and its true value g
NF
nw,nf
conditioned on
the same channel realizations, C[l], l = 0, · · · , L− 1, upper-bounded by
MAE(gMD
nw,nf
) , E
[⏐⏐⏐gMD
nw,nf
− gNF
nw,nf
⏐⏐⏐]
≤ gNF
nw,nf
− gMD,NF
nw,nf
+ E
[⏐⏐⏐εMDnw,nf ⏐⏐⏐]+ E [ζMD] , (5.32)
where gMD,NF
nw,nf
is the sum of the power of P̂ noise-free coupling coefficients, given by
gMD,NF
nw,nf
=
P̂∑
p̂=1
⏐⏐⏐yNF
nw,nf
[l̂p̂]
⏐⏐⏐2 (5.33)
and gMD,NF
nw,nf
≤ gNF
nw,nf
with equality iff {l̂p̂ ∀p̂} ⊇ {lp ∀p}. Furthermore, εMDnw,nf and ζ
MD are
given as follows:
εMDnw,nf ∼ N
(
0, 2
(
σ2ξ
N
)
gMD,NF
nw,nf
)
(5.34)
ζMD ∼ Γ
(
P̂ ,
σ2ξ
N
)
. (5.35)
Compared with εROnw,nf and ζ
RO, the variance of εMDnw,nf and the shape parameter of ζ
MD
can be further reduced.
5.3 Numerical Results
All the system parameters, channel parameters, and codebooks defined in Chapter 3 were
used here except for the definition of SNR and the number of paths in the channel model.
For the reader’s convenience, the different parts and some important system parameters
are listed in Table 5.2.
The goal of improving the quality of the coupling coefficients is to enhance the beam
selection performance. Analyses with respect to the two enhancement methods are pro-
vided in the following subsections.
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Table 5.2: List of simulation parameters.
Number of paths P = 5
Number of antennas NT = NR = 32
Number of RF chains NRF = 2
Number of samples per OFDM symbol L = 512
Number of members of codebooks F and W NF = NW = 32
Length of CP LC = 32
SNR (linear scale) 1
σ2ξ
5.3.1 Analysis of Refined Observations by Averaging Random
Noise Signals
To begin with, we would like to show a result of beam selection error. Let us start from
the definition of beam selection error as follows:
1. Given the true values of the energy estimates (i.e., {gNFnw,nf ∀nw, nf}), the NRF
selected beam index pairs are denoted by {(̊nw,nrf , n̊f,nrf ) ∀nrf}.
2. Given the noisy versions of the energy estimates (i.e., {gnw,nf ∀nw, nf}
or {gROnw,nf ∀nw, nf}), the NRF selected beam index pairs are denoted by
{(n̂w,nrf , n̂f,nrf ) ∀nrf}.
3. The beam selection error in the nthrf iteration in (5.11) occurs when n̂w,nrf ̸∈
{n̊w,nrf ∀nrf} or n̂f,nrf ̸∈ {n̊f,nrf ∀nrf}.
Fig. 5.3 shows the results of the beam selection errors with respect to the first selected
beam pair (i.e., n̂w,1 ̸∈ {n̊w,nrf ∀nrf} or n̂f,1 ̸∈ {n̊f,nrf ∀nrf}) with two different noisy
versions of the energy estimate as the objective function in (5.11). In the figure, curve
Ref (Chapter 3) uses gnw,nf in (5.12) as the objective function, which is also used in the
analog beam selection problem in the frequency domain in Chapter 3. The other curve
RO (refined observation) uses gROnw,nf in (5.25) as the objective function.
In Fig. 5.3, the gap between curves Ref and RO is obvious. In the simulated channel
model, the number of paths is 5, which is much less than the number L of samples
(L = 512). Hence, 507 observations in {ȳnw,nf [l], l = 0, · · · , L − 1} are actually white-
noise variables with variance σ2ξ . On the other hand, curve RO considers only the LC = 32
refined coupling coefficients {yROnw,nf [lc], lc = 0, · · · , LC − 1} with smaller variance
σ2ξ
16
so
that the performance of beam selection can be significantly improved.
It seems that the difference between curves Ref and RO can be approximated by
10 log10
(
L
LC
)
= 10 log10(16) = 12 dB. However, it is not the case because gnw,nf and
gROnw,nf include not only normally distributed random variables but also gamma distributed
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Fig. 5.3. Beam selection error of the first selected beam pair.
random variables. As a result, we provide the MAE between these two energy estimates
and their true values in Fig. 5.4.
As discussed in Subsection 5.2.1, the true values of the energy estimates yield the
optimal analog beam pairs to the problem (5.11). Accordingly, given the noise-free energy
estimate gNFnw,nf and the corresponding optimal beam index pair in the first beam selection
iteration (denoted by (̊nw,1, n̊f,1)), we use the MAE between g
NF
n̊w,1 ,̊nf,1
and gn̊w,1 ,̊nf,1 (and
gROn̊w,1 ,̊nf,1) as a performance metric to evaluate the beam selection performance in the first
iteration.
In Fig. 5.4, curve Ref is upper-bounded by E
[
|εnw,nf |
]
+ E [ζ] (see (5.17)), where
εnw,nf ∼ N
(
0, 2 σ2ξ g
NF
nw,nf
)
, gNF
nw,nf
is a constant conditional on a channel state {C[l] ∀l},
and ζ ∼ Γ(L, σ2ξ ). When L is large, theoretically, the gamma-distributed random variable
ζ dominates the MAE. After refining the quality of coupling coefficients (see curve RO),
the distributions of these two random variables become
εROnw,nf ∼ N
(
0, 2
(
σ2ξ
N
)
gNF
nw,nf
)
,
ζRO ∼ Γ
(
L
N
,
σ2ξ
N
)
,
where N = 16. In this case, ζRO may still dominate the performance. To find the answer,
let us see the difference in dB between E [ζ] and E
[
ζRO
]
, calculated by
10 log10
(
E [ζ]
E [ζRO]
)
= 10 log10
(
N2
)
= 24.08 dB, (5.36)
which is nearly the same as the results shown at low SNR. When SNR increases, the scale
parameter of ζRO becomes smaller and the other random variable εROnw,nf may come into
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Fig. 5.4. MAE between energy estimates (gnw,nf and g
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) and their true
values in the first beam selection iteration.
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Fig. 5.5. MAE between energy estimates (gnw,nf and g
RO
nw,nf
) and their true
value in the second beam selection iteration.
play. That means, the difference between E [ζ] and E
[
ζRO
]
cannot be approximated by
(5.36) anymore.
In addition, the MAE between the energy estimates, gnw,nf and g
RO
nw,nf
, and their true
value gNFnw,nf for the second iteration is provided in Fig. 5.5. Compared with Fig. 5.4, the
curves labeled Ref in Figs. 5.4-5.5 have almost the same MAE values. As mentioned above,
they are dominated by the gamma-distributed random value ζ ∼ Γ(L, σ2ξ ), which is not a
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function of nrf . Then, compared the curves labeled RO in Figs. 5.4-5.5, the result in the
former has larger MAE values at high SNR. The reason is that the normally-distributed
random variable εROnw,nf more or less influences the performance in the high SNR regime.
Since the true value of the energy estimate with respect to the first selected beam pair
(i.e., gNF
n̊w,1 ,̊nf,1
) is always greater than gNF
n̊w,2 ,̊nf,2
, the corresponding normally-distributed
random variable at nrf = 1 has a larger variance. As a result, the MAE values of RO
shown in Fig. 5.4 are larger than the results of RO in Fig. 5.5 at high SNR.
5.3.2 Analysis of Refined Observations Using Knowledge of
Multipath Delay
Next, Figs. 5.6-5.7 show the MAEs between four energy estimates and their true value
for the first and second beam selection iterations respectively, where curves Ref and RO
were already introduced in the previous subsection, and the other two curves MD and
ED are introduced as follows. Curve MD uses gMDnw,nf in (5.31) as the objective function in
the problem (5.11), and curve ED uses the sum of the power of the refined observations
associated with explicit multipath delay, defined as
gEDnw,nf =
P∑
p=1
⏐⏐⏐yROnw,nf [lp]⏐⏐⏐2, (5.37)
where lp, p = 1, · · · , P , are the path delay indices.
The MAE of gEDnw,nf conditional on a channel state is upper-bounded by
MAE(gED
nw,nf
) ≤ E
[⏐⏐⏐εEDnw,nf ⏐⏐⏐]  
=E
[⏐⏐⏐εROnw,nf ⏐⏐⏐]
+ E
[
ζED
]
,
(5.38)
where
ζED ∼ Γ
(
P,
σ2ξ
N
)
. (5.39)
To understand whether MAE(gED
nw,nf
) is dominated by the gamma-distributed random
variable at low SNR, we calculate the difference in dB between curves RO and ED, given
by
10 log10
(
E
[
ζRO
]
E [ζED]
)
= 10 log10
(
L
NP
)
= 8.06 dB. (5.40)
In the figure, we can find that the gap between RO and ED is more or less equal 8 dB at
low SNR. Moreover, since the value of shape parameter of ζED becomes P , which is much
less than L and LC , the effect of ζ
ED on MAE is smaller than ζ and ζRO. Therefore, the
gap of 8 dB only appears in the extremely low SNR.
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Fig. 5.6. MAE between energy estimates and their true value in the first
beam selection iteration.
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Fig. 5.7. MAE between energy estimates and their true values in the second
beam selection iteration.
Ideally, if the P̂ estimated delay indices are equal to the path delay indices, i.e.,
{l̂p̂ ∀p̂} = {lp ∀p}, we have MAE(gMDnw,nf ) = MAE(g
ED
nw,nf
). If we consider P̂ refined ob-
servations associated with P̂ estimated delay indices (see curve MD), in the low SNR
regime, the MAE of MD can be reduced by around 3 dB compared with RO. The perfor-
mance of multipath delay estimation is shown in Fig. 5.8. The estimation error rate would
influence the results shown in curves labeled MD in Figs. 5.6-5.7. When SNR < 0 dB,
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Fig. 5.8. Estimation error rate of P delay indices in curve MD in Fig. 5.6.
the delay estimation error rate of more than 5% leads to an additional MAE increase of
approximately 2 to 3 dB in Fig. 5.6 and 5 dB in Fig. 5.7, compared with ED.
5.4 Summary
This chapter introduced the solutions to enhance the performance of hybrid beamforming
by refining the quality of the coupling coefficients. The main conclusions are summarized
as follows:
• The sparsity of mmWave channels shown in the delay domain is a powerful cue to
find significant coupling coefficients, whose energy estimates are used for the analog
beam selection.
• The mean absolute error (MAE) between an energy estimate and its true value is
the key performance indicator to evaluate the performance of analog beam selection.
• By transmitting a periodic training sequence, an arithmetic mean of the received
noisy periodic coupling coefficients can considerably reduce the MAE by approxi-
mately 24 dB.
• The sparse significant coupling coefficients can be easily captured using the knowl-
edge of the estimated delay indices. Ideally, the MAE can be further reduced by
5dB at low SNR.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we present a novel hybrid beamforming method based on the coupling co-
efficients after investigating topics such as mmWave channels, compressed sensing, hybrid
beamforming implementation, and finding the key parameters of hybrid beamforming
gain. In this chapter, we would like to review the work and introduce how to use the
results to shape our future work.
Starting from the introduction of a link budget and mutual information of MIMO
channels, we have the design goal of the hybrid beamforming. Considering an outdoor
environment with the distance between the transmitter and receiver from 1 to 100 m, the
received SNR roughly varies between -20 and 30 dB. Within this SNR range, the goal of a
hybrid beamforming system is to maximize the mutual information of the system subject
to power constraints on the analog and digital beamforming.
When CSI is available, the study on conventional fully digital beamforming already
proved that the maximum mutual information of the system can be achieved if and only
if the precoder (at the transmitter) and combiner (at the receiver) are equal to the right-
and left-singular vectors of the channel matrix. However, the hardware-constrained hybrid
beamforming matrices can only approximate the right- and left-singular vectors. Instead of
solving the approximation problem, this thesis analyzed the hybrid beamforming problem
from a different perspective. When the system employs a limited number of analog beam
patterns, what really matters to the hybrid beamforming design is to find which analog
beam pairs with weights defined in digital beamformers can best cover dominant sparse
angular spreads. Unfortunately, most hybrid beamforming methods in the literature ignore
this crucial issue.
To prove our point of view, we first studied mmWave channels and understood the
channel characteristics in the angular domain. Since mmWave channels’ sparsity exists in
the angular domain, analog beam selection as well as channel estimation can be formu-
lated as compressed sensing problems and solved by the OMP algorithm with orthogonal
codebooks. Interestingly, if we use the same orthogonal codebooks in the beam selection
and channel estimation problems, eventually the hybrid beamforming can be implemented
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based on the power of the coupling coefficients, and the channel estimation for large an-
tenna arrays can be omitted. The orthogonality of the codebooks is used to simplify a
joint channel estimation and hybrid beamforming problem, but it causes another prob-
lem: we cannot confirm that the constructed hybrid beamforming in this manner always
achieves the maximum system throughput.
Hybrid beamforming vectors can be viewed as linear combinations of analog beamform-
ing vectors with entries of digital beamformers as coefficients. The coupling coefficients
only include the effect of analog beamforming, while the digital beamforming does not
come into play. Realizing this problem, we further reviewed the relationship between hy-
brid beamforming and system throughput and found that hybrid beamforming can still be
easily implemented based on the coupling coefficients with additional calculations, such
as evaluating the Frobenius norm of the effective channel or the absolute value of the de-
terminant of the effective channel. As the size of the effective channel matrix is much less
than the MIMO channel matrix, the proposed algorithm facilitates the low-complexity
hybrid beamforming implementation.
The performance of hybrid beamforming is dominated by the analog beam selection or
the quality of the coupling coefficients. According to the formulated performance metrics
for the analog beam selection, both the number of coupling coefficients and the noise
variance influence the performance. To improve the quality of the coupling coefficients,
we exploit the properties of sparse channel impulse responses and circular convolution in
the delay domain to generate periodic true values of the coupling coefficients plus random
noise signals. Then, an arithmetic mean of these signals leads to the refined observations
for the analog beam selection. Moreover, these refined observations provide information of
sparse multipath delay. It turns out that only the refined coupling coefficients associated
with the estimated multipath delay indices have to be taken into account as observations
in the hybrid beamforming problem.
Related Work
• One of the open issues in the proposed hybrid beamforming method is the time-
consuming codebook training procedure, especially for large-scale antenna ar-
rays, such as uniform planar arrays (UPAs). A patent applicable to UPAs consider-
ably reduces the codebook training time by 95% and has been filed in 2017.
– H.-L. Chiang and G. Fettweis, “Low-complexity beam selection method,” EU
Patent 17155109.6-1874, Apr. 2017.
• The idea of the proposed hybrid beamforming approach can be extended to a multi-
user scenario. This work was submitted to IEEE Transactions on Wireless Com-
munications (TWC).
97
– H.-L. Chiang, W. Rave, M. K. Marandi, and G. Fettweis, “Multi-User Hybrid
Beamforming Based on Implicit CSI for mmWave Systems,” submitted to IEEE
Transactions on Wireless Communications (TWC), 2018.
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Appendix A
Fourier Coefficients
For any periodic function, we can use a Fourier series to decompose it into the sum of
a (possibly infinite) set of simple exponential functions. Let us define a function x(κA) as
a periodic extension of δ(κA − κA,p) of period NR, where
x(κA) −NR
2
≤κA≤
NR
2
= δ(κA − κA,p). (A.1)
Then, the NR-periodic function x(κA) can be expressed by
x(κA) =
1
NR
∞∑
n=−∞
an exp(j2πκAn/NR), (A.2)
where an is the Fourier coefficient (excluding the normalization factor) given by
an =
NR
2∫
−NR
2
x(κA) exp(−j2πκAn/NR) dκA
=
NR
2∫
−NR
2
δ(κA − κA,p) exp(−j2πκAn/NR) dκA
= exp(−j2πκA,pn/NR).
(A.3)
Let us list the NR Fourier coefficients with respect to n = 0, · · · , NR − 1 as follows:
a0 = 1
a1 = e
−j2πκA,p/NR
...
aNR−1 = e
−j2πκA,p(NR−1)/NR ,
(A.4)
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and then replace κA,p with
NR sinφA,p
2
given in (2.12), the NR Fourier coefficients are exactly
the entries of the array response vector at the receiver (see (2.5))⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a0
a1
...
aNR−1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
e
−j 2π
λ0
sinφA,p∆d
...
e
−j 2π
λ0
sinφA,p(NR−1)∆d
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
  
.
array response vector at Rx
(A.5)
Interestingly, the behavior that a channel impulse response (CIR) arrives at an NR-element
antenna array is equivalent to computing the corresponding NR Fourier coefficients.
Similarly, at the transmitter, let x(κD) be a periodic extension of δ(κD − κD,p) of
period NT , where
x(κD) −NT
2
≤κD≤
NT
2
= δ(κD − κD,p), (A.6)
we have the NT Fourier coefficients which are equal to the entries of the array response
vector at the transmitter.
Appendix B
Compressed Channel Sensing
B.1 Compressed Sensing
Given a linear system model
y = Θα+ z, (B.1)
where y ∈ CM×1 is the observation vector, Θ ∈ CM×N is the coefficient matrix, α ∈ CN×1
is the unknown vector, and z ∈ CM×1 is the random noise vector. When M < N , it is
an underdetermined linear system that has fewer equations than unknowns. An underde-
termined linear system has either no solution or infinitely many solutions. Compressive
sensing techniques address these inefficiencies by directly acquiring a compressed sig-
nal representation without going through the intermediate stage of acquiring N samples
[CRT06, Don06, Bar07, FR13].
In order to choose a solution to such a system, one must impose extra constraints as
appropriate. In compressed sensing, a constraint of sparsity, allowing only solutions which
have a small number of non-zero coefficients, can be exploited to recover the unknown
coefficients. A sparse recovery problem can be translated into
min ∥y −Θα∥22 s.t. ∥α∥0 = K (B.2)
with the number K of non-zero elements of α, where K ≪ N . Such vector α is referred
to as a K-sparse vector.
Let Θ = ΦΨ, where Φ ∈ CM×N is the measurement (or sensing) matrix and the
columns of Ψ (i.e., ψn ∈ CN×1, n = 1 · · · , N) are orthogonal basis vectors that build a
complete dictionary, (B.2) can be written as [Bar07]
min ∥y −ΦΨα∥22 s.t. ∥α∥0 = K. (B.3)
Solving the sparsity problem is exactly NP-hard.19 Some approximation methods, like
orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP), are used to alleviate the complexity [CW11].
19 A problem is NP-hard when there are no polynomial-time algorithms for the problem. A polynomial-
time algorithm is an algorithm that performs its task in a number of steps bounded by a polynomial
expression in the size of the input.
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The OMP algorithm is a sparse approximation algorithm which iteratively finds
the K-best matching projections of multi-dimensional data onto the span of an inco-
herent (or orthogonal) dictionary. At each iteration, the algorithm selects the column
of the dictionary which is most correlated with the current residual. The residual
after each iteration in the OMP algorithm is updated such that they orthogonal to
all the selected columns of the dictionary, and this is why it is named for orthogo-
nal matching pursuit. The pseudocode of the OMP algorithm is provided as follows:
Algorithm B1: The OMP Algorithm.
Input: y, Φ, Ψ
Output: α̂ ∈ CK×1
1. Ψ̂ = empty matrix
2. yR = y % residual
3. for k = 1 : K
4. n̂ = arg max
{ψn}Nn=1
(Φψn)HyR22
5. Ψ̂ = [Ψ̂ |ψn̂]
6. Θ̂ = ΦΨ̂
7. yR = (IM − Θ̂(Θ̂
H
Θ̂)−1Θ̂
H
)y
8. end
9. α̂ = (Θ̂
H
Θ̂)−1Θ̂
H
y
B.2 Channel Estimation by Using the OMP Algo-
rithm
In Subsection 3.2.2, we have the observation vector for the channel estimation, represented
in (3.17), given by
vec(Y[k]) ≈ Φ(A∗D ⊗AA)vec(α[k]) + vec(Z[k]),
where vec(Y[k]) ∈ CNFNW×1 is the observation vector, Φ ∈ CNFNW×NTNR is the sensing
matrix, the columns of AD ∈ CNT×P̂ and AA ∈ CNR×P̂ are chosen from the codebooks
F and W , and vec(α[k]) ∈ CP̂ 2×1 is the P̂ -sparse vector. Compared with the system
model expressed above (y = ΦΨα + z), these two versions look similar except for the
representation of the dictionaries. In (B.3), Ψ is a complete dictionary, while the matrix
(A∗D⊗AA) is not. The columns ofAD andAA are chosen from other orthogonal codebooks.
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Let us write down the channel estimation problem (3.18) again:
(ÂD, ÂA, α̂[k] ∀k) = arg min
AD,AA,β̂[k] ∀k
K−1∑
k=0
∥vec(Y[k])−Φ(A∗D ⊗AA)vec(α[k])∥
2
2 ,
s.t.
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
aD,p̂ ∈ F , aA,p̂ ∈ W , p̂ = 1, · · · , P̂ ,
rank(AD) = rank(AA) = P̂ ,
∥vec(α[k])∥0 = P̂ , ∀k.
The extended version of Algorithm B1 used to solve the channel estimation is shown as
below:
Algorithm B2: Channel Estimation by Using the OMP Algorithm.
% Idea of the algorithm: Find the columns of F̃ and W̃ that can best approximate
% the observation vector.
Input: {yV [k] = vec(Y[k]) ∀k}, F̃ = [f̃1, · · · , f̃NF ], and W̃ = [w̃1, · · · , w̃NW ]
Output: ÂD, ÂA, α̂[k] ∀k
1. ÂD = empty matrix, ÂA = empty matrix
2. yR[k] = yV [k] % yR[k]: residual
3. for p̂ = 1 : P̂
4. (âD,p̂, âA,p̂) = arg max
f̃nf ∈ F\F ′,
w̃nw ∈ W\W ′
∑K−1
k=0
(Φ(f̃∗nf ⊗ w̃nw))HyR[k]22
where F ′ = {âD,n, n = 1, · · · , p̂− 1} and W ′ = {âA,n, n = 1, · · · , p̂− 1}
5. ÂD = [ÂD | âD,p̂] and ÂA = [ÂA | âA,p̂]
6. Θ̂ = Φ(Â∗D ⊗ ÂA)
7. yR[k] = (INFNW − Θ̂(Θ̂
H
Θ̂)−1Θ̂
H
)yV [k]
8. end
9. α̂[k] = (Θ̂
H
Θ̂)−1Θ̂
H
yV [k]
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Appendix C
Proof of Theorem 3.1
Before proving the theorem, we need the following lemma.
Lemma C1. Given Ĥ[k] = ÂAα̂[k]Â
H
D , where ÂA ∈ CNR×P̂ , ÂD ∈ CNT×P̂ and
α̂[k] = diag(α̂1[k], · · · , α̂P̂ [k]) ∈ CP̂×P̂ . If ÂHDÂD = IP̂ and ÂHA ÂA = IP̂ , then the columns
of ÂD and ÂA are, respectively, the right- and the left-singular vectors of Ĥ[k].
Proof. Define a matrix G[k] by
G[k] , Ĥ[k]ĤH [k]
= ÂAα̂[k]Â
H
DÂD  
IP̂
α̂H [k]ÂHA
= ÂAα̂[k]α̂
H [k]ÂHA
(C.1)
The diagonal matrix α̂[k] can be represented as a multiplication of one complex diagonal
matrix α̂C [k] and one real diagonal matrix α̂R[k], i.e., α̂[k] = α̂C [k]α̂R[k], where α̂C [k] =
diag(ej∠α̂1[k], · · · , ej∠α̂P̂ [k]) ∈ CP̂×P̂ (∠α̂p̂ returns the phase angle of α̂p̂[k]) and α̂R[k] =
diag(|α̂1[k]|, · · · , |α̂P̂ [k]|) ∈ RP̂×P̂ . Therefore, G[k] becomes
G[k] = ÂAα̂C [k]α̂R[k]α̂
H
R [k]α̂
H
C [k]Â
H
A
= ÂAα̂R[k]α̂
H
R [k]α̂
H
C [k]α̂C [k]  
IP̂
ÂHA
= ÂAα̂
2
R[k]Â
H
A .
(C.2)
From (C.2), we can conclude that the columns of ÂA are the eigenvectors of G[k] as well
as the left-singular vectors of Ĥ[k]. Let G[k] = ĤH [k]Ĥ[k] and repeat the same steps, we
can find that the columns of ÂD are the right-singular vectors of Ĥ[k].
Theorem 3.1 If we use the OMP algorithm to find the precoder and combiner based
on the SVD of Ĥ[k], where Ĥ[k] = ÂAα̂[k]Â
H
D is obtained from (3.18), the spatial channel
estimation problem is equivalent to analog beam selection problem.
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Proof. Lemma C1 proved that the columns of ÂD and ÂA are the right- and left-singular
vectors of Ĥ[k]. Therefore, the problem of the precoder can be formulated as the following
minimization problems and then solved by the OMP algorithm:
(F̀RF , F̀BB[k] ∀k) = min
FRF ,FBB [k] ∀k
K−1∑
k=0
[ÂD]
:,1:NS
− FRFFBB[k]
2
F
,
s.t.
⎧⎨⎩fRF,nrf ∈ F ∀nrf ,∥FRFFBB[k]∥2F = NS.
(C.3)
Since the columns of ÂD are the members of F (see (3.18)), the minimum error of the
objective function occurs when F̀RF = [ÂD]:,1:NRF and F̀BB[k] = [INS ,0NS×(NRF−NS)]
T ∀k.
In the same manner, given ÂA, we have the optimal solution to the combiner
(ẀRF ,ẀBB[k] ∀k) given by ẀRF = [ÂA]:,1:NRF and ẀBB[k] = [INS ,0NS×(NRF−NS)]T ∀k.
As a result, [A∗D]:,1:NRF and [AA]:,1:NRF in (3.17) can be replaced by F
∗
RF and WRF .
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